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Process Deployment

Core process > Monitoring > Monitoring Railway Activities

Process Owner

Head of the Safety Unit

Process Customers

Ministries, National Investigation body and National Safety Authority of concerned
Member states. RUs and IMs are marginally involved in the process during the
interview activity.

Purpose

To lay down the criteria of Matrix evaluations in order to ensure its harmonisation
and consistency.

Scope

This document applies to evaluations of safety performance within Ministry,
National Investigation Bodies and National Safety Authorities. RUs and IMs are not
evaluated but they are interviewed during the process in order to get a nuanced
picture of the performance of Ministry, NSA and NIB.

Legal Basis

Agency Regulation Art.9; Activity 1 : Harmonised Safety Framework

Definitions and Abbreviations
IM

Infrastructure Manager

RU

Railway Undertaking

RSD

Railway Safety Directive

NIB

National Investigation Body

NSA

National Safety Authority

Standard

Used in its broadest term, meaning that a specific behaviour is described in written form.
Depending on the type of risk regulation regime the “standard” can be a rule, norm,
guidance or a standard issued by a standardisation body such as ISO, CEN, CENELEC etc.
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Regulatory Monitoring Matrix is a tool created by the Agency to get a better understanding of how the
harmonisation of railway safety is progressing within the EU, so that the Member States and the Agency
can better target their activities. Among other things, the Matrix analyses the interfaces of the Ministry,
NSA and NIB – i.e. how they communicate internally, amongst each other and with the sector in relation to
railway safety. It also looks at how they carry out their tasks as foreseen in the Railway Safety Directive and
to which extent they strive for continual improvement.
The Matrix is based on the latest research within the area of risk regulation regimes, basic system
management models and ISO standards. The data that is used is evidence-based and traceable. The Matrix
collects information from sources such as interviews, the national safety reports, Agency questionnaires,
NSA Cross-Audit reports and voluntary NIB Assessment reports1. The Matrix brings added value to the
already existing Agency tools, by collecting all relevant information into an overview of how Member States
are managing railway safety on a national level. Problem areas as well as fields where the Member States
show good performance can be identified in a systematic way.
The goal is to continuously monitor the harmonisation process concerning railway safety within the EU. The
Matrix may not only provide insights about problem areas and examples of good performance but should
also be able to explain the reasons behind these. A better understanding of the reasons behind the
identified problems will help the Agency to prioritise its activities and apply tailor made solutions. The
Matrix is however not a tool for auditing Member States. The Agency does not have a mandate to carry out
audits, and the elements within the Matrix are far too general and high level to allow for such usage. The
aim is rather to facilitate a dialogue with the Member States on how to improve the overall performance
regarding railway safety management within the EU.

2.

INTRODUCTION

The Agency has developed the Regulatory Monitoring Matrix to provide a deeper understanding of the risk
regulation regimes in the Member States. This guide explains the theoretical background of the Matrix and
how it is meant to be applied.
The European Railway Agency’s role is to promote the establishment of a European railway area, where the
competitive position of the railway sector is improved and where the safety levels are maintained and
where possible improved. The Agency has four strategic priorities to accomplish this. One of them is “to
facilitate the achievement of a harmonised safety regulatory framework”. In the Agency’s work programme
this is further divided into three main tasks (in relation to railway safety):
›
›
›

develop a harmonised safety regulatory framework;
monitor the implementation and performance of this framework and
facilitate the improved performance of the framework.

These tasks require a good understanding of the functioning of the railway system in the different Member
States. The aim of the Matrix is to provide this understanding by studying the particular set-up of
institutions, legal framework and working methods in each individual Member State. By understanding how
the Ministry, NSA and NIB interact with each other and how they carry out their day-to-day work, the
Agency can deliver well informed support to the European Commission and the Member States in each of
the three different fields outlined above.

1

Some sources require prior agreement from the individual Member State before the information can be used in a Matrix evaluation.
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3.

CREATING THE MATRIX

3.1

Background

When the project to create the Matrix started in January 2012, the vision was “to get an overview of the
status of the risk regulation regimes in the Member States, to find out if the Member States and the Agency
are focusing on tasks that will most effectively help us achieve the goals of the Railway Safety Directive”. To
fulfil this vision it was necessary to first define what a risk regulation regime is. The next step was to adjust
it into a description of the risk regulation regime for the EU railways in particular, and finally it was
necessary to single out which elements of this regime should be common for all Member States of the EU.
By defining the basic elements of the EU railway risk regulation regime in a model and then comparing the
situation in the different Member States against this model, it is possible to get an overview of how far
away reality is from the ideal situation. This overview provides important knowledge which can be used as
a basis for the three main tasks of the Agency related to railway safety which were listed above:
›
›
›

3.2

to identify areas of the common safety regulatory framework that can and should be developed,
to monitor over the years how the implementation of the EU framework is progressing and
to spot opportunities for the Agency to facilitate an improved safety regulatory performance in
the Member States.

Understanding risk regulation regimes

For the purpose of the Matrix, a risk regulation regime is understood as the combination of institutions,
processes, people and rules that are put in place by a state to manage a certain risk to its society. Not all
risk regulation regimes are set up in the same way. The design depends on:
›
›

the nature of the risk and
the societal context.

In relation to the nature of the risk, it could for example be said that the risk of a normal flu spreading can
be handled more lightly than the risk of an outbreak of the bird flu.
In relation to the societal context, two different countries could choose to handle the same type of food
poisoning risk in two different ways: one could prohibit certain types of food and the other could allow
these types of food to be sold but put a rigorous testing system in place.
In both of these examples, the risk regulation regimes are the rules, people and institutions that are put in
place by the state to manage the risks. An institute with the task to test food is part of the risk regulation
regime put in place by a state who wants to protect its citizens against food poisoning. If one wants to
measure how capable that state is in protecting its citizens, a good place to start is to measure how well its
food testing institute is functioning: do they have enough staff? Are its members of staff competent? Does
senior management communicate a robust safety policy?
In addition to the nature and societal context of the risk, it is helpful to think of three different
cornerstones when discussing risk regulation regimes. Those are: standardsetting, behavioural change and
information gathering3. The idea is that a risk regulation regime can only fulfil its purpose if all actors follow
the same principles, i.e. behave in a certain way. The regime therefore needs to set the standards by which
everyone should act. This could be done in different ways depending on how firmly the behaviour needs to
be controlled. In some cases it is enough to issue guidelines and in other cases it is more purposeful to issue
binding laws. But it is not enough to just set the standards. It is also necessary to ensure that everyone
behaves in the required way. For this purpose, there should be activities aiming at changing the behaviour
of the actors into what is necessary in order to control the risk. Examples of behavioural change techniques
3

Inspired by “The Government of Risk – Understanding Risk Regulation Regimes”, Hood et al. (2001).
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are education, nudge and enforcement. Both, the standard setting and the behavioural change activities,
should be supported by enough knowledge to ensure purposeful results. In other words, it is necessary to
gather information on which standards to set, which type of standard would be the best to use (for
example “hard” laws or “soft” guidelines) and information on whether or not the behavioural change
techniques are working as desired.

3.3

Understanding the EU railway risk regulation regime

In the case of EU railways, the standard setting is not entirely up to the Member States, since the standards
for the risk regulation regime already have been set in the Railway Safety Directive4 (hereafter the RSD).
But the Member States need to implement the framework that has been defined in the RSD into their own
legal and administrative structure. The main components of the RSD risk regulation regime are:
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

a general responsibility for the Member States to create a context in which the RUs and IMs can
effectively manage and improve railway safety,
establishment of a National Safety Authority and a National Investigation Body,
a certification and supervision scheme,
a systematic learning from accidents,
the principle that operators are responsible to manage the risks of their activities,
the continuous development of a safety culture, and
an optimal combination of a risk-based approach with a rules-based system.

Studying these components involves looking at the tasks and processes of the Ministry, NSA and NIB, the
actions of their management team and staff and their relationship with each other and the sector. In
addition, the legal framework in the sense of legal mandates for the NSA and NIB and the general railway
safety rules that are applicable to the operators form part of the regime.
In one of the risk regulation regimes against food poisoning that was described above, the state had chosen
to introduce a testing institute as a way to manage the risk. For the EU railways the chosen path is that of:
certifying the Safety Management Systems (SMS) of the Railway Undertakings (RUs) and Infrastructure
Managers (IMs) and the System of Maintenance of ECMs; supervising or surveilling the correct operation of
these; enforcing against malpractice, and finally; investigating with the intention to learn lessons for the
future whenever an accident does occur. When studying the railway risk regulation regimes of the EU
Member States it is therefore necessary to look at how well the elements of certification, supervision,
enforcement and accident investigation are being managed by the NSA and NIB.
It is worth to mention that the Matrix does not focus directly on the RUs and IMs. The aim of the Matrix is
to understand the fundamental conditions for railway operations to run safely in the Member States. The
RUs and IMs are indeed responsible for managing the risks of their operations, but the Matrix mainly
studies the key actors that set the framework for the RUs and IMs to operate in. By understanding the
conditions under which the regulator and the accident investigation body can carry out their work it is
possible to form a view of some key factors influencing rail safety performance. The assumption is that if
there are problems already in the set-up of the regulatory framework, the RUs and IMs are less likely to
manage safety adequately.
To summarise: The key actors that should be studied in this model are the Ministry5, the NSA and the NIB.
To understand the conditions under which they carry out their work it is necessary to look at their legal
4

Directive 2004/49/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on safety on the Community's railways and amending Council
Directive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings and Directive 2001/14/EC on the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity and the
levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure and safety certification
5 This could be one or more Ministries, depending on whether or not the NSA and NIB are reporting to the same Ministry. For practical reasons this
Guide will only use the word Ministry in singular form, but the Matrix can be used for both regimes with only one Ministry and regimes with two
different Ministries.
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mandates, processes and management of resources. To understand the possibilities for the railway sector
to perform in a sufficiently safe way it is necessary to study the “behavioural change” and “information
gathering” tools used by the NSA and NIB. This is why the Matrix looks at certification, supervision,
promotion, enforcement and accident investigation, as well as how the Member State monitors the
development of railway safety. Monitoring serves to understand the drivers and trends in the management
of railway safety. If they have a good understanding of how railway safety is developing in their country and
the reasons behind an upward or downward trend, the Ministry, NSA and NIB can appropriately prioritise
their activities.

3.4

Creating an overview

In order to get a better understanding of how the railway safety management is functioning on a national
level in the different Member States, it is necessary to fit all the elements mentioned in the previous
chapter into a model. A model allows the different elements to be studied in relation to each other and
thereby provides an overview. Different models for organising the relevant elements where considered
when creating the Matrix. In the end, a simple management system model was chosen.
The reason for this is that the elements put in place by the Member States to manage railway safety can be
seen as a system. A “system” is – simply put – a set of interacting or interdependent components forming
an integrated whole. Quite like the Ministry, NSA and NIB of a Member State can be seen as interacting and
interdependent actors forming part of the same risk regulation regime.
The model for system control that was chosen to organise the different elements is the Plan-Do-Check-Act6
cycle (P-D-C-A cycle). This tool for system control can be used whenever an organisation wants to control
and continuously improve its outputs. In the case of the risk regulation regime designed in the RSD, the
output is “maintained and improved safety levels”. The first idea of the P-D-C-A cycle is that any
organisation that wants to control its outputs firstly needs to identify its goals and organise itself in a way
that will allow it to reach those goals (Plan). It then needs to carry out the activities that will lead to the
fulfilment of the goals (Do), followed by measuring how effective it is in reaching the goals (Check) and
then, decide whether or not it needs to implement any changes in order to become better at reaching its
goals (Act). When the P-D-C-A model is used and discussed it is normally in the perspective of a business
organisation. But since it is a tool for system control, its scope can be broadened to include any group of
actors that make part of the same system. It is therefore relevant to apply it on Member State risk
regulation regimes as well. The identified goals would in that perspective be embedded in the national
railway transport policy; the structure that allows the Member State to reach these goals would be
represented by the bodies of the Ministry, NSA and NIB; the activities that are carried out to lead to the
fulfilment of the goals would be to issue laws, issue certificates, supervise, enforce, investigate, monitor
and promote; measuring how effective the Member State is in reaching the goals would be accomplished
by monitoring and reviewing the activities of the Ministry, NSA and NIB; finally, the decision to implement
changes would be taken by the Ministry and senior management of the NSA and NIB, affecting how they
prioritise, organise and carry out their work. In the Agency version, the Plan-Do-Check-Act concept is
divided into five basic elements that form the back-bone of the Regulatory Monitoring Matrix:

6

Stewhart’s cycle of plan-do-check-act.
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Elements of a management system

Elements of the Regulatory Monitoring Matrix
1. Steering

Plan

2. Organising
3. Resourcing

Do

4. Performing

Check

5. Evaluating

Act

These five elements are in their turn divided into sub-elements in order to better define the individual
building blocks of the EU railway risk regulation regime. All in all, 17 sub-elements have been identified that
are vital for delivering the overall purpose of the Railway Safety Directive. These sub-elements are further
explained in Chapter 4.

3.5

Making it possible to monitor progress

In order to paint the big picture, to get the overview that is the purpose of this model, it is necessary to add
a measuring scale to the Matrix. This will allow comparison of Member States against each other and
against themselves as they evolve over the years. It will also make it possible to follow how the
management of railway safety on national level is progressing generally within the EU and thereby prioritise
and evaluate the work of the Agency. In this respect, the Matrix is based on different methods for
measuring maturity, in particular the Capability Maturity Model Integration by Carnegie Mellon University.
Effectiveness within each sub-element is measured against a five-step scale, ranging from ad hoc
performance in the lower end, over acceptable performance in the middle to excellent performance at the
top:
1. Ad hoc

Tasks are not delivered or delivered in a random and unstructured way.

2. Initialising

The creation of a structured way of delivering tasks has started, but structures and
processes are not yet fully implemented.

3. Implementing

The processes that were created in order to deliver tasks in a structured way have
been implemented.

4. Managing

As for Level 3, plus: The Member State controls the outputs by following-up and
reviewing how well the processes help to deliver the tasks as required, including
carrying out corrective actions when necessary. (reactive approach, correcting)

5. Improved

As for Level 4, plus: The Member State continuously strives to go beyond merely
fulfilling the basic legal requirements and deliver its tasks in a better, more effective
and efficient way (improving). (pro-active approach, preventing)

When the Matrix is applied on a Member State system, the evaluator should be guided by the general
description of the five levels as explained here and the more detailed criteria related to each sub-element
which is described in Chapter 4.

4.

EXPLANATION OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS

In order to have a common understanding of the particular performance levels and to ensure consistent,
objective evaluations of performance by each Member State, the Agency has detailed some typical criteria
that would be expected to be present on each maturity level for each of the sub-elements. This Chapter
introduces these criteria. They should not be seen as exhaustive or exclusive. They are merely examples of
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what one could expect to find in a Member State concerning each sub-element and each level. The
examples are provided to facilitate evaluations and to ensure consistency, independently of who makes the
evaluation. By using the guidance of the criteria in this Chapter, in combination with the general description
of the different levels in Chapter 3, the same conclusions should be reached regardless of who does the
evaluation.
The elements and criteria described in this Chapter represent what the Agency believes is necessary to
have in place to fully operate an efficient and effective risk regulation regime for railway safety. Some of
the elements and criteria are not explicitly obligatory according to the RSD, which is why the Matrix allows
for many different ways of achieving the end goal. The establishment of the NSA and NIB could, for
example, be done by one minister, one ministry, several ministers and ministries or other entities with a
direct link to the government. In some countries the national transport policy – or something similar –
might not be set above the NSA and the NIB level, in which case the criteria relating to government level
will have less importance. The Matrix will however still look at how the NSA and NIB communicate with
each other about common issues (but this is measured under the sub-elements of Communication and
Interface arrangements) and it is considered as good practice to have at least some kind of external audit of
the NSA and NIB in place.
When reading the performance levels it is possible to follow how a certain criterion develops from level 1
to level 5. For example in the sub-element of “Goal setting” (1.1) it is possible to follow criterion C from
level 1 to 5 accordingly:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

LEGAL FRAMEWORK: There is no process in place to keep rules up-to-date, clear and effective.
This means that the legal framework is difficult for RUs and IMs to apply due to for example
contradicting or overlapping rules. In addition, the NSA’s application of the rules is not
always consistent, leading to unequal treatment of RUs and IMs.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK: The law-making body has started to create a process to maintain railway
rules up-to-date, clear and effective. The NSA has started to create a process that ensures
consistent application of the rules from one case to another.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK: There is a process in place to maintain railway rules up-to-date, clear and
effective. There is a process in place to ensure consistent application of the rules. The result
of supervision activities undertaken by the NSA are an input to the process for drafting and
updating the national legal framework.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK: As for Level 3, plus: The process is regularly reviewed in order to ensure
that it is still fit for purpose, i.e. that it ensures up-to-date, clear and effective rules that are
applied in a consistent way.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK: As for level 4, plus: The process is continuously improved. Best practice in
making and applying law is actively sought and implemented. The improvement measures
take the needs of the stakeholders into account via an on-going dialogue (for example
discussing the best way to minimise the number of rules). This means that the law-making
body and the NSA see the rules in their bigger context and recognises for example that
creating rules and regulating for one aspect (i.e. railway safety) might have an effect on
other aspects of an RU’s or IM’s business (for example staff health, competition, monopoly,
consumer protection etc.).

The scope of the Matrix is the Ministry, NSA and NIB. The extent to which these different organisations are
assessed depends on the nature of the sub-element. For example sub-element 4.4 “Accident investigation”
only concerns performance of the NIB and does not look at performance within the Ministry or the NSA.
When a criterion is relevant for both the NSA and NIB, the notion “NSA/NIB” is used.
The table below is a full presentation of the Matrix including all elements, sub-elements and maturity
levels. The rest of this chapter will outline the criteria related to each maturity level of the sub-elements.
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Measuring scale
Basic element

Sub-element

1

2

3

4

5

Ad hoc

Initialising

Implementing

Managing

Improving

1.1 Goal setting
1.

STEERING

1.2 Leadership &
Management
2.1 Establishment
2.2 Accountability
2.3 Safety culture
management

2. ORGANISING

2.4 Interface management
2.5 Risk-based approach
2.6 Change management
2.7 Record keeping

3. RESOURCING

3.1 Resource management
4.1 Supervision and
Enforcement
4.2 Certification and
Authorization

4. PERFORMING

4.3 Promoting the safety
regulatory framework
4.4 Accident investigation
4.5 Monitoring the Sector
5.1 Monitoring the Risk
Regulation Regime

5. EVALUATING

5.2 Review
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4.1.

Steering

The basis for any well-functioning risk regulation regime is a common goal which all actors in the regime
are trying to achieve. A common goal requires all actors to behave according to the same principles or
rules. Poor performance in this area leads to a scattered system where measures taken by the individual
organisations risk to be counterproductive. A sound Steering within a risk regulation regime includes clear
goals and solid leadership.
4.1.1. Goal setting
This sub-element looks at:
›
›
›

national transport policy, objectives and targets (or similar),
internal policies, objectives and targets (or similar) of the NSA and NIB,
railway safety regulatory framework and its application.

There is no single method to work with goals that is acknowledged worldwide as being the best method in
the field. There is even no single definition of normal terms such as policy, strategy, goal, objective, priority,
milestone, target etc. The Matrix therefore does not set out to describe one ultimate way of working with
goals that would automatically result in getting a Level 5. The only thing that is stated is that it is important
to have long-term and short-term goals and work in a structured way to achieve these.
The common national goals in a risk regulation regime should normally be set by the government to start
with. The different organisations within the administration should then set out to contribute to achieving
these high level goals by setting corresponding goals for themselves. High level national goals concerning
railway safety would normally be found in the national transport policy. All activities carried out by state
agencies within this field should then be in line with and support that policy. It is clear that the main
responsibility for turning these high level goals into concrete actions lies mainly on the government entity
setting the goals (in this document generally referred to as “Ministry” and the NSA). As long as the NIB
fulfils its legal obligation to investigate serious railway accidents in order to bring lessons learned back into
the system, it can be seen as contributing to a high level goal concerning railway safety. At a first glance
there is therefore no need for the NIB to cooperate with the Ministry and NSA in achieving more specific
high level goals. But, if there is enough resources and mandate for the NIB to also investigate other
accidents than serious accidents, there is a possibility to choose which accidents to investigate based on
previously defined goals. Even though such goals must be set by the NIB independently so as to not disturb
the balance in the system, it can still work together with the Ministry and NSA in order to establish its
priorities on, as broad an information basis as possible. Input from the NIB could also help setting the high
level national goals and NSA goals. Level 5 in the Matrix is therefore attributed to Member States where
the three main actors in the railway system; Ministry, NSA and NIB, acknowledge their possibility to achieve
common goals together.
As a complement to high level national goals, another method to get all actors to behave in a specific way is
to set up national rules. In a risk regulation regime it is normal to have rules stating that certification is
necessary before an activity can be allowed to start, that specific tests must be performed before a product
can be released on the market or that a dangerous component may only exist in a specific quantity. The
framework for national rules regarding railway safety is mainly determined by the Railway Safety Directive.
For the purpose of the Matrix it is relevant to measure how Member States ensure that the legal
framework is clear, transparent, up-to date and non-discriminatory.
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From an EU perspective, a single European railway area can only be achieved if all Member States move in
the same direction. National transport goals are subordinate to the EU transport policy and the goals set in
the RSD and must be in line with them. The sub-element of Goal setting therefore looks at the extent to
which the Member State is applying a common approach in line with the EU transport goals. Low maturity
levels related to criteria D in this sub-element should correspond with low levels in basic element 4 since all
of those sub-elements are related to how the NSA and NIB are carrying out their mandatory tasks from the
RSD.
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The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Goal setting:
Element 1: Steering
Sub-element 1.1: Goal setting
A.

B.
1

C.

Ad hoc

D.

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

NATIONAL GOALS: There is no national policy or similar guidance in place
regarding high level goals for the achievement of railway safety, or the policy
in place is outdated, contradicting other policies or established in a random
way.
INTERNAL GOALS: The NSA/NIB has no systematic way of establishing policies,
objectives and targets (or similar). If there are some internal goals in place,
these are often out of date or in conflict with each other.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK: There is no process in place to keep the legal framework
up-to-date, clear, transparent and effective. This means that the legal
framework is difficult for RUs and IMs to apply due to for example
contradicting or overlapping rules. In addition, the NSA’s application of the
rules is not always consistent, leading to unequal treatment of RUs and IMs.
COMMON EU APPROACH: The RSD is not or is only partly transposed into
national legal acts. There is hardly any recognition within the NSA/NIB of the
need for a common EU approach. There is no process in place to ensure that
national railway rules are in line with EU legislation.

A. NATIONAL GOALS: The government entity responsible for setting the agenda for
national transport issues is recognising the importance of having a national
policy in place regarding high level goals for the achievement of railway
safety and has started to put a system in place for establishing this on a
regular basis.
B. INTERNAL GOALS: The NSA/NIB is recognising the importance of working with
policies, objectives and targets (or similar), and has started to form a system
for establishing those on a regular basis.
C. LEGAL FRAMEWORK: The law-making body has started to create a process to
maintain the legal framework up-to-date, clear, transparent and effective.
The NSA has started to create a process that ensures consistent application
of the rules from one case to another.
D. COMMON EU APPROACH: The law-making body has started to create a process
to ensure that national railway rules are in line with EU legislation. The RSD is
in principle fully transposed into national legal acts, but it might not be
applied in accordance with its intentions and there might still be some areas
where the previous national framework is overlapping or in contradiction
with the rules that come from the RSD. A gap analysis has however been
started. The NSA/NIB has started to investigate in which areas a common EU
approach is needed.
A. NATIONAL GOALS: There is a system in place ensuring that a national policy or
similar guidance regarding high level goals for the achievement of railway
safety is established and implemented.
B. INTERNAL GOALS: The NSA/NIB has relevant policies, objectives and targets (or
similar) for its organisation. There is a system in place to establish and
implement these.
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C. LEGAL FRAMEWORK: There is a process in place to maintain the legal framework
up-to-date, clear, transparent and effective. There is a process in place to
ensure consistent application of the rules. The result of supervision activities
undertaken by the NSA are an input to the process for drafting and updating
the national legal framework.
D. COMMON EU APPROACH: There is a process in place to maintain the legal
framework in line with EU legislation. The safety regulatory framework of the
RSD is fully transposed, overlaps and conflicts with the previous national
framework have been corrected and the framework is applied in practice in
accordance with the intentions of the Directive. The NSA/NIB has a process in
place which ensures that common templates and procedures (CSMs among
other things) are used in order to be compliant with the EU regulatory
framework.

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. NATIONAL GOALS: As for Level 3, plus: The policy is being reviewed on a regular
basis in order to reflect the needs of society and to ensure that it stays in line
with the EU transport policy (single market and safe transports). The system
for establishing and implementing a national policy is regularly reviewed in
order to ensure that the system is still fit for purpose.
B. INTERNAL GOALS: As for Level 3, plus: The policies, objectives and targets (or
similar) of the NSA/NIB are regularly updated based on feedback from
monitoring of the railway system using a risk-based approach. Regular
reviews ensure that policies, objectives and targets (or similar) are in line
with each other and with the national policy. The system to establish policies,
objectives and targets is regularly reviewed in order to ensure that the
system is still fit for purpose.
C. LEGAL FRAMEWORK: As for Level 3, plus: The process is regularly reviewed in
order to ensure that it is still fit for purpose, i.e. that it ensures up-to-date,
clear, transparent and effective legal framework that is applied in a
consistent way.
D. COMMON EU APPROACH: As for level 3, plus: The process is regularly reviewed
in order to ensure that it is still fit for purpose, i.e. that it ensures the national
legal framework is in line with EU legislation. The NSA/NIB actively seeks to
harmonise their application of the rules with the application in other
Member States. Common templates and procedures (CSMs among other
things) are used with the aim to facilitate a harmonized treatment of RUs
within the European railway system (including facilitating new and external
RUs’ entry into the market of the Member State).
A. NATIONAL GOALS: As for Level 4, plus: The system for establishing and
implementing a national policy related to railway safety is continuously
improved. The Ministry, NSA and NIB find cooperative ways to streamline
their individual goals into common safety goals for the whole railway system,
without compromising the independency of the NIB.
B. INTERNAL GOALS: As for Level 4, plus: The system for establishing and
implementing policies, objectives and targets of the NSA/NIB is continuously
improved. The policy includes a commitment to continually improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of regulation/accident investigation, with the
aim to proactively improve safety in the railway system.
C. LEGAL FRAMEWORK: As for level 4, plus: The process is continuously improved.
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Best practice in making and applying law is actively sought and implemented.
The improvement measures take the needs of the stakeholders into account
via an on-going dialogue (for example discussing the best way to minimise
the number of rules). This means that the law-making body and the NSA see
the rules in their bigger context and recognises for example that creating
rules and regulating for one aspect (i.e. railway safety) might have an effect
on other aspects of an RU’s or IM’s business (for example staff health,
competition, monopoly, consumer protection etc).
D. COMMON EU APPROACH: As for level 4, plus: The process to ensure that the
national legal framework is in line with EU legislation is continuously
improved. The NSA/NIB work to establish common EU approaches in all
aspects of regulatory/accident investigation activities and actively
contributes to the review of the EU regulatory framework with the aim to
drive improvements.

4.1.2. Leadership & Management
In order for a Member State to reach its high level railway safety goals (see Chapter 4.1.1) it is important
that these are clearly communicated to and accepted by the relevant actors in the system. It is also
important that there is clear guidance on how the actors should behave in order to meet the goals. Without
knowledge of policy, objectives, targets and rules – and what good compliance to them looks like – it is
difficult for the actors in the system to live up to them. This sub-element is therefore studying different
aspects of communication, leadership and management.
Communication is an important instrument in the Ministry, NSA and NIB work to get both the staff’s and
the sector’s trust and co-operation. It is equally important to co-ordinate their activities so that all aspects
of railway safety work are covered. It is therefore necessary that the Ministry, NSA and NIB have an open
and regular dialogue with each other about these issues.
This sub-element also addresses leadership in its widest sense. It includes the leadership that the Ministry
provides the NSA and NIB in terms of a continuous dialogue about their tasks: monitoring how their
activities are delivering the national transport policy. In addition to this, both the NSA and NIB require
leadership from their Directors and Senior Managers so that the employees understand their roles within
the risk regulation regime and how their actions affect the sector. In its turn, the railway sector requires a
clear message from the NSA concerning the responsibility for the RUs and IMs to manage the risks of their
railway operations.
Any organisation that wants to function efficiently should consider implementing some kind of
management system. By applying a systematic approach on the organisation’s tasks it is possible to ensure
consistent results and qualitative results. The Matrix does not prescribe any specific type of management
system but it states that the Ministry, NSA and NIB should have management systems in place ensuring
that tasks are delivered in a consistent, effective and efficient way.
The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Leadership & Management:
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Element 1: Steering
Sub-element 1.2: Leadership & Management

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

A. COMMUNICATION OF NATIONAL GOALS: The Ministry does not recognize that the
NSA and NIB have important roles to play for the realization of railway safety
and therefore does not communicate any national policies or other
expectations on their performance.
B. HIGH LEVEL COORDINATION OF THE MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAY SAFETY: There is no or
little dialogue between the Ministry, NSA and NIB on how to manage railway
safety on a national level. The dialogue that does take place is irregular and
does not follow any particular structure.
C. ENSURING THAT THE SECTOR TAKES ITS RESPONSIBILITY FOR RAILWAY SAFETY: There is
little or no recognition within the NSA of its possibility and capability to push
the sector towards managing safety performance through the adoption of an
SMS.
D. SUPPORT FOR THE WORK OF THE NSA/NIB: The NSA and NIB are not recognized
by the railway sector as important players in the realization of railway safety.
RU/IMs are not aware of what the NSA/NIB does.
E. GUIDANCE ON NATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK: There is little or no guidance on
railway safety rules, which are in force. Changes in the legal framework are
not being consulted or are not consulted with all relevant stakeholders.
F. ENSURING A STRUCTURED AND CONSISTENT DELIVERY OF MINISTRY/NSA/NIB TASKS:
There is no system within the Ministry/NSA/NIB managing the activities with
an aim to ensure efficient, effective and consistent delivery of the tasks
(hereafter “management system”).
G. LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT WITHIN NSA/NIB: There is no process in place within
the NSA/NIB to select, create, support, maintain and measure leadership.
There is no evidence of leadership. Incidents such as certificates being issued
to clearly incapable RUs or badly conducted accident investigations are seen
as unavoidable.
H. COMMUNICATION OF INTERNAL GOALS: There is no or little communication to staff
about the policies, objectives, targets and procedures of the NSA/NIB (mostly
because they are non-existent). Leadership does not support deliverance of
tasks in line with the overall goals and internal procedures of the
organisation.
A. COMMUNICATION OF NATIONAL GOALS: It is recognised by the Ministry that the
NSA and NIB have important roles to play for the realization of railway safety.
The Ministry communicates national policy to some extent but not in a
structured way (for example, there might be conflicting or mixed messages
making it difficult for the NSA and NIB to clearly see their respective part in
realising the overall goals).
B. HIGH LEVEL COORDINATION OF THE MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAY SAFETY: A process for
regular dialogues between the Ministry, NSA and NIB on how to manage
railway safety on a national level is being developed and put in place.
C. ENSURING THAT THE SECTOR TAKES ITS RESPONSIBILITY FOR RAILWAY SAFETY: The NSA
recognizes its role in pushing the sector but the attempts to ensure that RUs
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D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

3
Implementing

and IMs take their responsibility for railway safety are still not structured.
This lack of structure might result in confusion within the sector about how
they are expected to perform.
SUPPORT FOR THE WORK OF THE NSA/NIB: The sector accepts the NSA and NIB as
important players in the realization of railway safety but since there is little
communication between the NSA and NIB on what messages to convey to
the sector, this might lead to mixed messages. There is some knowledge by
the RU/IMs of what the NSA/NIB does but they do not always know why.
GUIDANCE ON NATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK: The NSA is starting to put a process
in place which ensures that information, including guidelines, about the
applicable railway safety rules is communicated to the sector. The lawmaking entity (or entities) is starting to put a process in place for consulting
the stakeholders on new rules.
ENSURING A STRUCTURED AND CONSISTENT DELIVERY OF MINISTRY/NSA/NIB TASKS:
There are some procedures in place but there is no identification of links
between the different procedures and they are not organised into an overall
management system. However, a formal plan exists for further alignment of
procedures, which has been initiated. Processes and procedures across the
organisation are being mapped and potential synergies identified.
LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT WITHIN NSA/NIB: The NSA/NIB understands the need
to have a process in place to select, create, support, maintain and measure
leadership. Such a process is being drafted. For example, managers
demonstrate leadership skills but these are not recognised or used
consistently within the organisation. There is some awareness among
individual staff about what impact their performance might have on the
overall possibilities for the RUs and IMs to deliver safe railway transports, but
there is yet no structured way for managers to support staff in doing a good
job in this respect.
COMMUNICATION OF INTERNAL GOALS: Most of the policies, objectives, targets
and procedures of the NSA/NIB are communicated to staff. But since there is
no structured way of doing this, the information might be overlapping, out of
date or not reaching all of its destined audience. Some of the managers
communicate the importance of working in line with the organisation’s
policies, objectives, targets and procedures, but not all. Awareness of the
importance of communicating the organisation’s internal goals is emerging.

A. COMMUNICATION OF NATIONAL GOALS: The Ministry communicates the national
transport policy clearly to the NSA and NIB, including how this relates to their
tasks. Communicated expectations are consistent with the respective roles of
the NSA and NIB in accordance with the requirements of the RSD.
B. HIGH LEVEL COORDINATION OF THE MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAY SAFETY: A process is in
place ensuring a regular dialogue between the Ministry, NSA and NIB on how
to manage railway safety on a national level, but focus is on specific issues
rather than on how to improve the system as a whole.
C. ENSURING THAT THE SECTOR TAKES ITS RESPONSIBILITY FOR RAILWAY SAFETY: The NSA
recognises its role in leading the sector. The NSA actively pushes/inspires the
sector to implement and maintain solid safety management systems.
(However: If there is a voluntary association lead by the different railway
companies in cooperation, supporting the management of railway safety
issues for the whole system, it is appropriate that the NSA takes a step back
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and just monitor and support the activities of this organisation.)
D. SUPPORT FOR THE WORK OF THE NSA/NIB: The sector generally accepts the NSA
and NIB as important players in the realization of railway safety. The NSA and
NIB cooperate regarding their respective communication with the sector in
order to ensure that there are no mixed messages. The NSA/NIB ensures that
the RU/IM is aware of their activities and how they affect them.
E. GUIDANCE ON NATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK: The NSA clearly communicates the
applicable railway safety rules (EU and national) to the sector, including what
good compliance with them looks like. The NSA explicitly declares to the
sector that guidelines are not mandatory and ensures that they are not
contradicting the EU regulatory framework and related guidelines. Changes
in the regulatory framework are being consulted with both internal (national)
stakeholders and those in other Member States by notifying draft rules to the
Commission, when required.
F. ENSURING A STRUCTURED AND CONSISTENT DELIVERY OF MINISTRY/NSA/NIB TASKS:
The Ministry, NSA and NIB have management systems in place which are
being used properly in most circumstances. The management systems
present a systematic approach to control the business risks of the
organisations and to deliver their tasks in a consistent, effective and efficient
way. Procedures are kept up-to-date.
G. LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT WITHIN NSA/NIB: There is a process in place within
the NSA/NIB to select, create, support, maintain and measure leadership. All
managers make sure that the members of staff understand their part of the
system and how their actions influence the conditions of the RUs and IMs.
H. COMMUNICATION OF INTERNAL GOALS: Policies, objectives, targets and
procedures of the NSA/NIB are clearly communicated to all staff. Managers
communicate the importance of working in line with these. These activities
are following an established process.

4
Managing

A. COMMUNICATION OF NATIONAL GOALS: As for Level 3, plus: There is a system in
place for measuring how well the railway system is living up to the overall
national transport policy as regards railway safety.
B. HIGH LEVEL COORDINATION OF THE MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAY SAFETY: As for Level 3,
plus: The dialogue between the Ministry, NSA and NIB focuses on how to
improve the railway system as a whole and is based on monitoring data from
the NSA, accident investigation experience from the NIB, and other informed
sources. The structure of the dialogue is regularly reviewed in order to
ensure that it is still fit for purpose.
C. ENSURING THAT THE SECTOR TAKES ITS RESPONSIBILITY FOR RAILWAY SAFETY: As for
Level 3, plus: The NSA influences the RUs and IMs to continuously review
their Safety Management Systems to ensure that they are still fit for purpose.
D. SUPPORT FOR THE WORK OF THE NSA/NIB: As for Level 3, plus: The NSA and NIB
are broadly recognised by the sector for providing added value for safety.
E. GUIDANCE ON NATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK: As for Level 3, plus: Effective
procedures for gathering feedback on the sector’s perception of the
legislation and rules (EU and national) make sure that it understands their
purpose. The consultation process concerning changes in the legal
framework is continuously reviewed to ensure that it stays fit for purpose
and covers all interested parties.
F. ENSURING A STRUCTURED AND CONSISTENT DELIVERY OF MINISTRY/NSA/NIB TASKS: As
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for level 3 plus: The management system effectively ensures that the
Ministry, NSA and NIB deliver their activities in line with the policy, business
objectives and targets of the organisation. The system is continuously
reviewed to ensure that it stays fit for purpose.
G. LEADERSHIP WITHIN NSA/NIB: As for Level 3, plus: The process is continuously
reviewed to ensure that it stays fit for purpose.
H. COMMUNICATION OF INTERNAL GOALS: As for level 3, plus: The process to
communicate policies, objectives, targets and procedures to staff is
continuously reviewed to ensure that it stays fit for purpose.

5
Improving

A. COMMUNICATION OF NATIONAL GOALS: As for Level 4, plus: The Ministry consults
with Ministries in neighbouring Member States and strives to come to a
common understanding of how their actions can contribute to the realisation
of EU transport policies before communicating the national transport policy.
B. HIGH LEVEL COORDINATION OF THE MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAY SAFETY: As for Level 4,
plus: The structure of the dialogue is regularly reviewed with the aim to
continuously improve it. New ways to improve the railway system as a whole
are continuously sought out and implemented.
C. ENSURING THAT THE SECTOR TAKES ITS RESPONSIBILITY FOR RAILWAY SAFETY: As for
Level 4, plus: All activities of the NSA aim to have the maximum effect on the
businesses that are regulated. The sector is lead towards business excellence.
The NSA is continuously restating the expected benefits from the regulatory
regime. RUs and IMs are influenced to continuously improve their Safety
Management Systems.
D. SUPPORT FOR THE WORK OF THE NSA/NIB: As for Level 4, plus: There is
cooperation between the NSA, the NIB and the sector on improving the
safety levels and general performance of the whole railway system. This is
helped by the sector taking the view that the railway safety rules (EU and
national) are only minimum requirements and that there is room for
improvements beyond that.
E. GUIDANCE ON NATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK: As for Level 4, plus: The NSA
continuously improves its support to the sector on how to correctly and
efficiently apply the legal framework. The consultation process concerning
changes in the legal framework is continuously reviewed with the aim to
improve it. There is early stakeholder involvement in drafting, public
consultation takes place for all changes in the legal framework, other good
practices are being explored and applied.
F. ENSURING A STRUCTURED AND CONSISTENT DELIVERY OF MINISTRY/NSA/NIB TASKS:
The management systems of the Ministry, NSA and NIB are continuously
improved. Good practice of other competent bodies in managing their
activities is sought out and implemented. Processes and procedures are
consistently reviewed and improved. Senior management is involved and
contributes. Staff is actively involved in their improvements.
G. LEADERSHIP WITHIN NSA/NIB: As for level 4, plus: The process is continuously
reviewed to ensure that it is improved. Managers at all levels inspire
confidence and commitment in staff. Leadership is measured and controlled
on all levels of the organisation with the aim to continuously improve how
leadership contribute to the organisation’s reaching of its overall policy and
objectives.
H. COMMUNICATION OF INTERNAL GOALS: As for level 4, plus: The process to
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communicate internal policies, objectives, targets and procedures staff is
continuously improved. Staff’s views are collected and taken into account
when establishing internal policies, objectives, targets and procedures.
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4.2.

Organising

The second basic element of the railway risk regulation regime concerns the set-up of bodies that are
responsible for “guarding” the regime and making sure that it fulfils its purpose. In short, it is about the
working conditions of the Ministry, NSA and NIB; whether their roles are clear so that everyone in the
railway system know who does what; whether they are independent enough and have enough support in
legislation to carry out their tasks. In this basic element it is also relevant to look at the capability of these
organisations to analyse their environment, adapt to changes and focus on the areas where their efforts
are most needed.
The sub-elements related to Organising are “Establishment”, “Accountability”, “Safety culture
management”, “Interface arrangements”, “Risk-based approach”, “Change management” and “Record
keeping”; all presented more in detail in the following sections.
4.2.1. Establishment
This sub-element addresses how clearly the roles and responsibilities of the Ministry, NSA and NIB are
described in the legislation and communicated to the sector. It also looks at how individual roles and
responsibilities are distributed within these organisations. The clearer the roles, responsibilities and
mandates are within the risk regulation regime, the better. The responsibilities must also correspond with
the mandates; for example someone who is responsible for monitoring railway safety performance must
have the corresponding power to request representatives of the railway sector to send information on their
performance.
This sub-element also addresses the independence of the NSA and NIB. It is crucial that the NSA is
independent in relation to the sector so that it can challenge the choices of RUs and IMs when it supervises
them or refuse to approve the start-up of operations to a clearly incapable organisation. It is equally
important that the NIB has no attachment to an RU or IM that it is investigating following an accident. The
NIB should also have no attachment to the NSA, since an accident investigation should be free to look at
possible mistakes made within the NSA as well as within the RU and IM and other railway actors involved
in the accident. The independence of the NIB is a delicate balance; on the one hand it needs to have
enough competence to be able to understand the industry’s risks and how the industry intends to manage
these but on the other hand it cannot rely completely on the industry for technical input. Independence
can also be affected by the funding of the NSA and NIB. They should not share the same funds or be funded
by only one big player on the market.
Some NSAs and NIBs are governed by a board. The subject of the board is looked at in three different subelements of the Matrix: 2.1 Establishment (independence), 2.2 Accountability (checks and balances
function) and 3.1 Resource management (competence). In the cases where there is a board, it is important
that this does not influence the independence of the NSA/NIB. The independence could for example be
compromised if the board included representatives from the sector with decision power.
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The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Establishment:
Element 2: Organising
Sub-element 2.1: Establishment

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

A. ROLES:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Within the Min/NSA/NIB the roles, tasks and
responsibilities are unclear among units and teams, leading to
overlapping work and inconsistencies.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The roles, tasks and responsibilities of the
actors (Ministry, NSA, NIB and sector) are not clear. As a result the
sector is not aware of exactly what the NSA/NIB does. For example,
there could be overlaps or gaps in the tasks of the different actors,
e.g. NIB and NSA both engaged in supervising the sector or
investigating accidents. NSA/NIB might lack some of the necessary
legal powers to carry out its tasks in accordance with the RSD.
B. INDEPENDENCE:
a. Between NSA and NIB: The NSA and NIB are not independent from
each other. They may for example share budget and staff, and have a
common board. There is no internal policy to ensure the
independence of staff in relation to other governmental agencies.
b. In relation to the Sector: The NSA/NIB is not independent in relation
to the sector.
For example:
 NSA/NIB staff are also employed by an RU/IM;
 members of the NSA/NIB Board are also owners of an RU/IM;
 one of the main RUs/IMs funds the NSA/NIB with a large part
of its budget.
There is no or little separation of the state functions concerning
regulating/accident investigation and those providing railway
transport services (e.g. RUs/IMs). There is no internal policy to
ensure the independence of staff in relation to the sector.
A. ROLES:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: As part of setting up its management system, the
Min/NSA/NIB is creating a process that will ensure a systematic
identification and implementation of roles, tasks and responsibilities
within the organisation.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: An identification of overlaps and gaps in
roles, tasks and responsibilities has started with the aim to clarify the
purpose of each type of actor in the railway system and to establish
the necessary legal powers of the Min/NSA/NIB.
B. INDEPENDENCE:
a. Between NSA and NIB: The Member State has started a process to
ensure that the NSA and NIB are independent from each other. The
conflict of interest is identified. A plan for solving the issues is
drafted.
b. In relation to the Sector: The Member State has started a process to
ensure that the NSA/NIB is independent from the sector.
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3
Implementing

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. ROLES:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Internally in the Min/NSA/NIB, the roles, tasks and
responsibilities are clearly allocated between units and individuals.
The process that will ensure a systematic identification and
implementation of roles, tasks and responsibilities within the
organisation is implemented. Thanks to this process the right task
will be allocated on the competent person and it is clear to everyone
in the organisation what their responsibilities are.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: Roles, tasks and responsibilities of the
Ministry, NSA, NIB and sector are clear. The NSA/NIB has the
necessary legal powers to carry out its tasks in accordance with the
RSD. The relationship between the Ministry and government
agencies is focused on the Ministry giving them overarching goals
and controlling on a regular basis that those are met, which means
that the NSA/NIB is essentially free to decide its own organisation
and manage its day-to-day activities.
B. INDEPENDENCE:
a. Between NSA and NIB: The NSA and NIB are made independent in
relation to each other. There is legislation in place to ensure this.
There is an internal policy to ensure the independence of staff in
relation to other governmental agencies.
b. In relation to the Sector: The NSA and NIB are functionally separate
and independent of the sector. There is legislation in place to ensure
this. There are also laws in place against bribery. There is an internal
policy to ensure the independence of staff in relation to the sector.
A. ROLES:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: As for Level 3, plus: The internal Min/NSA/NIB
process to allocate roles, tasks and responsibilities ensures that
these are a clearly linked with and support the overall policy and
objectives of the organisation. The process is regularly reviewed.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: As for Level 3, plus: There is a process in
place to ensure that overlaps and gaps in the responsibilities of the
actors are continuously identified and sorted out.
B. INDEPENDENCE:
a. Between NSA and NIB & In relation to the sector: As for level 3,
plus: The Min/NSA/NIB staff are fully aware of the importance of
being independent, a declaration of absence of any conflict of
interest is signed and independence is a natural aspect of day-to-day
activities. Bribery is actively sought out and enforced against.
A. ROLES:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: As for Level 4, plus: The roles, tasks and
responsibilities within Min/NSA/NIB, are clearly allocated and
formally accepted by the individuals. The process that will ensure a
systematic identification and implementation of roles, tasks and
responsibilities is continually improved.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: As for Level 4, plus: The definition of roles,
tasks and responsibilities of the actors has a strong emphasis on
finding the most efficient and effective set-up of the system in
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accordance with the overarching goals of the RSD. Roles and
functions are periodically reviewed and adapted when necessary.
B. INDEPENDENCE:
a. Between NSA and NIB & In relation to the sector: As for level 4,
plus: The output of the Min/NSA/NIB can be analysed, when
necessary, and assessed by a third party against any possible conflict
of interest (e.g. complaints made by applicants or external audits
specifically focusing on independence issues). All actors in the
system see bribery and other signs of partiality as an important
safety risk and therefore something that has to be avoided.
4.2.2. Accountability
For responsibilities to be effective it is necessary to hold the persons and organisations that have been
appointed with these responsibilities accountable for their actions. This sub-element therefore addresses
the accountability of the actors in the risk regulation regime. Basically, what needs to be in place in an
effective risk regulation regime are both external and internal systems that allow a control of the activities
of the different players in the regime (governmental bodies and staff within these bodies). For the control
to be effective it is also necessary that the actions of the MIN/NSA/NIB are transparent, otherwise it is
difficult to discover malpractice. Internal controls can be carried out through regular performance reviews
of staff and by giving the board a mandate to question decisions that are in conflict with the organisation’s
goals. The ultimate purpose of holding the persons and organisations that are set to guard the risk
regulation regime accountable for their actions is to facilitate the fulfilment of the safety aspects of the
national transport policy. It is therefore important that all control activities take the overall goal of the risk
regulation regime into account.
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The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Accountability:
Element 2: Organising
Sub-element 2.2: Accountability

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

A. TRANSPARENCY: The decisions/actions of the Min/NSA/NIB are nontransparent. The Min/NSA/NIB rarely gives interviews to journalists or
answer questions/requests from the public/stakeholders. The activities are
considered as classified.
B. EXPECTATIONS ON THE QUALITY OF WORK:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Employees of the Min/NSA/NIB are rarely held to
account for their actions. There is no performance review system in
place.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The NSA/NIB is not required to report on its
accomplishments to external entities.
C. RESPECTING THE GOAL AND MANDATE:
a. NSA/NIB: In case where there is a board: The board has no power to
hold the executive management responsible for decisions that are in
conflict with the organisation’s goals. There is no or little separation
of tasks between executive management and the board (the
governance task might for example be carried out by the senior
management of the NSA/NIB).
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There is no mechanism in place that allows
the state to hold the Min/NSA/NIB to account for actions that are
contrary to their mandate.
A. TRANSPARENCY: The problem of non-transparency is recognised by the
Min/NSA/NIB and a process has started with the aim to improve this aspect.
B. EXPECTATIONS ON THE QUALITY OF WORK:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The Min/NSA/NIB has started to put a performance
review system in place, which includes also an improvement
framework.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The need for the NSA and NIB to report on
their accomplishments to external entities (through annual safety
reports to the Ministry and ERA, budgetary reports etc.) has been
identified and processes for establishing these obligations has
started.
C. RESPECTING THE GOAL AND MANDATE:
a. NSA/NIB: In case where there is a board: The NSA/NIB is starting to
put a system in place to ensure internal checks and balances,
mandating the board to hold the executive management responsible
for decisions that are in conflict with the organisation’s goals.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The state has started to put a process in
place that allows it to hold the Min/NSA/NIB to account for actions
that are contrary to their mandate.
A. TRANSPARENCY: Decisions/actions of the Min/NSA/NIB are transparent. There
are laws in place that ensure a judicial review of the decisions of the NSA.
B. EXPECTATIONS ON THE QUALITY OF WORK:
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a.

Min/NSA/NIB: There is a system in place to regularly review
performance of staff with the aim to tackle problems. Performance in
regulating railway risks/investigating railway accidents gets
reasonable attention in relation to other business targets. There is
internal guidance available to staff on how to take decisions.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The NSA/NIB has a structured way to report
on its activities to external entities (by for example analysing trends
in safety).
C. RESPECTING THE GOAL AND MANDATE:
a. NSA/NIB: In case where there is a board: The board has a mandate to
hold the executive management responsible for decisions that are in
conflict with the organisation’s goals.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There is a control mechanism in place to
ensure that the Min/NSA/NIB does not overstep its mandate.

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. TRANSPARENCY: As for Level 3, plus: The Min/NSA/NIB has a process in place to
ensure that decisions/actions are being continuously reviewed with the aim
to stay transparent.
B. EXPECTATIONS ON THE QUALITY OF WORK:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: As for Level 3, plus: The internal performance review
process is regularly reviewed in order to ensure that it stays fit for
purpose.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: As for Level 3, plus: The reporting process is
regularly reviewed to ensure that it stays fit for purpose.
C. RESPECTING THE GOAL AND MANDATE:
a. NSA/NIB: As for Level 3, plus: The board has a strong, independent
role in challenging executive management on regulatory/accident
investigation issues and policies in a proportionate way. The board
regularly reviews its role and activities.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: As for Level 3, plus: The control mechanism
is regularly reviewed to ensure that it stays fit for purpose.
A. TRANSPARENCY: As for Level 4, plus: Best practice in working in a transparent
and including manner is actively sought out and implemented by the
Min/NSA/NIB.
B. EXPECTATIONS ON THE QUALITY OF WORK:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: As for Level 4, plus: The internal performance review
system first and foremost aims at helping staff improve their
performance. There is evidence that staff at all levels proactively take
responsibility for their actions within a strong management
framework.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: As for Level 4, plus: The NSA/NIB links its
report on achievements with the overall goals of the risk regulation
regime.
C. RESPECTING THE GOAL AND MANDATE:
a. NSA/NIB: As for Level 4, plus: The board challenges the executive
management to deliver improvement. There is a fruitful, open and
respectful dialogue between the board and the executive
management on how to best fulfil the organisation’s overall goals.
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The board regularly measures its own activities against recognised
good practice with the aim to continuously improve its work.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: As for Level 4, plus: There is a system in
place to perform external audits of the Min/NSA/NIB in order to hold
it responsible for misuse of resources or a wrong implementation of
its tasks.

4.2.3. Safety culture management
This sub-element examines the culture or the underlying values and behaviours within the Ministry, NSA
and NIB in general, and how these relate to the performance of the risk regulation regime. In particular, it
addresses how their behaviours trigger a safety response in the sector. In a standards-based system, a
sound safety culture helps to ensure compliance with the standards. But in a risk-based system, such as the
EU railway risk regulation regime, a safety culture is even more important since safety has to be driven and
ensured by the operators themselves. When descriptive rules are minimised and replaced by Safety
Management Systems it is crucial that all the actors in the system with safety related tasks have a constant
awareness of the wider implications of their actions and have suitable attitudes and beliefs to ensure a safe
system. A success factor in safety culture management is to strive for a just culture as opposed to a blame
culture. A blame culture in which every incident is associated with a negative consequence for the
individual or organisation, which can diminish safety. A just culture is to be preferred because it focuses on
learning from incidents. If someone is punished for reporting a mistake they are less likely to report other
incidents in the future. But a just culture does not mean that anything goes. Significant or deliberate noncompliances should be enforced.
This sub-element also addresses the influence that staff within the Ministry, NSA and NIB has on the
possibility to achieve safety in the railway system. Employees in the Ministry, NSA and NIB have important
roles to play in supporting the RUs and IMs to achieve their required performance. If the staff do not have a
clear understanding of their position in the regime and how they may influence the sector, they will not be
able to provide this support. A success factor for a risk regulation regime is the ease with which the sector
can comply with the requirements. This ease of compliance is achieved by the NSA being clear with what
the legal requirements are and what good compliance looks like. The employees of the NSA could thereby
be seen as ambassadors for the regulation and as such it is important that managers within the NSA consult
with their employees so that they are clear about their role and that the messages they give the industry
are consistent. The same can be said about how important it is that the NIB provides clear safety
recommendations. It is equally important that there is an open dialogue back from staff to managers in
order to spot problems in the implementation of the safety regulatory framework.
Equal importance has open sharing of feedback, experience and issues among railway actors and national
bodies. The NSA should proactively encourage such processes with the view of safety improvements and in
relation to their tasks of monitoring the safety regulatory framework.
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The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Safety culture management:
Element 2: Organising
Sub-element 2.3: Safety culture management

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

A. MINISTRY/NSA/NIB ATTITUDES TOWARD THE SECTOR: Railway accidents are seen
as occurrences that often can be blamed on individual persons rather than
systemic problems. For example resulting in over-regulating the sector. The
need to manage safety culture within the railway system as such is not
recognised within the Ministry/NSA/NIB. The sector is not encouraged to
share feedback, experience and issues.
B. INTERNAL ATTITUDES AND LEARNING CULTURE IN MINISTRY/NSA/NIB: The need to
manage safety culture in the Ministry/NSA/NIB organisation is not
recognised. There is poor employee involvement and poor learning
arrangements. Members of staff are not aware of or convinced about the
impact on the system that their activities can have. They are only doing what
they are told without reflecting. Policies, objectives, targets and processes
are not seen by all staff as relevant guides for their daily work, nor as
essential to securing a safe and efficient railway, and they are therefore
seldom paid attention to. There are differences between what is done, what
is said and what is understood (i.e. poor two-way communication). There is a
blame culture where focus is placed on finding out who is to blame instead of
focusing on how to avoid making the same mistake twice. Incidents such as
unfortunate decisions (a safety certificate being issued to a clearly incapable
RU) or badly conducted accident investigations are seen as unavoidable.
A. MINISTRY/NSA/NIB ATTITUDES TOWARD THE SECTOR: There is an increasing
tendency to see railway accidents as occurrences that may be caused by
systemic problems but there is still some ground to cover before this
viewpoint is an integrated part of how the Ministry/NSA/NIB works. There is
growing commitment within Ministry/NSA/NIB towards supporting the
sector in establishing a just safety culture across the railway system.
B. INTERNAL ATTITUDES AND LEARNING CULTURE IN MINISTRY/NSA/NIB: Senior
management within Ministry/NSA/NIB is aware of the need to focus some
resources on developing and measuring the internal safety culture among
staff, but the issues of what will be measured and when are still being
discussed. The employees understand how they contribute to a safe railway
system and therefore reflect upon the way they should carry out their tasks.
They are for example increasingly aware of mistakes that are made by their
organisation and the necessity and possibility to improve its performance.
But they are not consulted in a systematic way on how the work of the
Ministry/NSA/NIB, and thereby the railway system, can be improved. Senior
managers only become involved if incidents increase and administrative
enforcement action is likely to be taken against the NSA/NIB. Internal roles,
tasks and responsibilities still form part of a command and control approach,
but the need to improve the two-way communication is noted and
improvement measures are sought. Internal discussions on the negative
aspects of having a blame culture have started.
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3
Implementing

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. MINISTRY/NSA/NIB ATTITUDES TOWARD THE SECTOR: The viewpoint that railway
accidents are occurrences that may be caused by systemic problems forms
an integrated part of the daily work of the Ministry/NSA/NIB. This means
among other things that new national safety rules should not be in reaction
to an accident. There is a process in place, at least within the NSA, to actively
communicate the importance of having a just safety culture to the sector.
B. INTERNAL ATTITUDES AND LEARNING CULTURE IN MINISTRY/NSA/NIB: There is a
process in place within Ministry/NSA/NIB to manage safety culture among
staff. The safety culture is regularly measured and the results are available
within the organisation. There is evidence that the management realises that
employee involvement is essential for improving performance of the
organisation (thereby becoming better at supporting the improvement of
safety performance in the railway system). For example, there is an on-going
dialogue with staff to collect useful ideas on how to improve the work of the
organisation and it is ensured that members of staff are aware of and accept
their roles, tasks and responsibilities.
A. MINISTRY/NSA/NIB ATTITUDES TOWARD THE SECTOR: As for level 3, plus: The
NSA/NIB inspires the sector to actively collaborate on improving the safety
culture.
B. INTERNAL ATTITUDES AND LEARNING CULTURE IN MINISTRY/NSA/NIB: As for level 3,
plus: Members of staff show that they understand how their activities affect
safety in the railway system. They take proactive action to improve railway
safety when possible (for example suggests changes in legislation where
safety benefits are identified). The process managing safety culture among
staff is regularly reviewed. Employees who wish to improve safety-related
performance (in the organisation as well as in the sector) are supported by
the organisation. Safety culture enablers and disablers are identified and
shared with other government bodies.
A. MINISTRY/NSA/NIB ATTITUDES TOWARD THE SECTOR: As for level 4, plus: Lessons
learned in previous national railway accident investigations as well as
investigations in other Member States and sectors (such as maritime and
aviation accidents) are analysed on a regular basis with the aim to improve
railway safety in general. Lessons learned are sought and implemented in
joint efforts by the Ministry, NSA, NIB and sector.
B. INTERNAL ATTITUDES AND LEARNING CULTURE IN MINISTRY/NSA/NIB: As for level 4,
plus: The Min/NSA/NIB anticipates and responds to risks; develops a
learning, adaptable, prepared and informed culture; i.e. aims to be resilient.
There is excellent two-way communication between management and
employees. Managers welcome “bad news” as an opportunity to learn and
improve the organisation’s performance. Senior management and employees
are proactively and jointly participating in continuously improving the
internal safety culture, supported by mutual trust. Improvement plans are
set to ensure that employees are aware of and support the organisation’s
shared beliefs, assumptions and values regarding internal safety as well as
safety in the railway system as such.
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4.2.4. Interface management
This sub-element addresses the issue of stakeholders and the need to share information within the
regulatory regime. The sub-element of Interface management identifies who the stakeholders are and the
best ways to co-operate with them. There is less emphasis on interfaces in a rules-based regime. There the
interface arrangements are simple in that prescriptive standards are set and then complied with and this
achieves the necessary cooperation at the interface. In the case of a risk-based regime such as the one
chosen for the EU railways, a greater level of cooperation is required between the Ministry, NSA and NIB
and the sector. There is also need for a greater cooperation between countries. Risk regulation across
differing countries is improved when there is consistency in the application of the risk regulation
framework. In the EU, each Member State has its own system of national rules and its own way to
implement the EU safety regulatory framework into this system. In order for this implementation to be in
line with the overall goal to harmonise the safety regulatory framework, there must be cross-border
consultation on new rules and collaboration on the interpretation of existing rules.
Internally within the Ministry/NSA/NIB the interfaces between the various departments should be
managed so that all the policy objectives are achieved in a consistent manner. A well-functioning
organisation is characterised by transparent, clear and purposeful communication on all levels.
There is a link here with sub-element 2.6 on Change management. In their Interface management the
organisations analyse – among other things – which information they and their stakeholders need in order
to manage changes.
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The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Interface management:
Element 2: Organising
Sub-element 2.4: Interface management

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

A. EXTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: The Ministry’s/NSA’s/NIB‘s
identification and interaction with external stakeholders is infrequent and
unstructured. There is co-ordination of practical issues between employees
of the Ministry/NSA/NIB and individuals of other national and external
organisations, but no organised procedures are in place. Societal concerns
are rarely taken into account when establishing the national railway safety
policies and rules. The Ministry/NSA/NIB either does not participate in
network meetings or continuously changes their representative or does not
send participants that can take part in discussions (i.e. someone that has not
the right mandate or competence or background information on the
subjects).
B. INTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: The Ministry/NSA/NIB is
aware of its internal interfaces but manages them on an informal, ad hoc
basis. There are no processes or structures in place to support an active and
timely sharing of information within the Ministry, NSA and NIB organisations.
The right information is not available for making decisions.
A. EXTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: The Ministry/NSA/NIB has
started to analyse the need for exchange of information and views with
others and is creating structures for this regarding both national and
international communication. A process is being set up to formally consult
relevant stakeholders on new railway safety policies and rules. The
Ministry/NSA/NIB has started to structure its participation in network
meetings in order to send the right person with the right mandate to take
part in discussions.
B. INTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: The Ministry/NSA/NIB has
started to put a process in place to identify the communication needs
between units and sectors.
A. EXTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: The Ministry/NSA/NIB
actively analyses who its (national and international) stakeholders are and
the related need for exchange of information and views. There are processes
in place to ensure effective communication, consultation and cooperation
with the public and other organisations, including MoUs. Sufficient
information is available for the actors in the railway system when they take
decisions that affect safety. Interface arrangements ensure that anyone in
the Ministry/NSA/NIB making a decision relating to railway safety is in
possession of information on the effects that this might have on the
achievement of the high level national goals. The Ministry/NSA/NIB takes
due consideration to send the appropriate staff members to international
network and working group meetings.
B. INTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: All internal interfaces are
systematically identified and managed. There are processes and structures in
place to support an active and timely sharing of information within the
Ministry, NSA and NIB organisations.
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A. EXTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: As for Level 3, plus: The
processes for identification of and interaction with stakeholders are
continuously reviewed to ensure that they stay fit for purpose.
B. INTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: As for level 3, plus: All
processes related to internal interfaces and the internal sharing of
information are managed and measured to assess their effectiveness.
A. EXTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: As for Level 4, plus:
Information needs are analysed and acted upon in a proactive and long-term
perspective. The processes of the Ministry/NSA/NIB ensure that all
exchanges with stakeholders are consistent with the overall policies and
objectives. Real-time sharing of safety-related data is in place with respect to
the management of safety. Safety-related performance information is
systematically analysed with the aim to present the public with a
comprehensive view on achieved safety performance and trends. The
Ministry/NSA/NIB seeks to proactively drive discussions in networks and
working groups with an aim to achieve the goals of the RSD. The
Ministry/NSA/NIB actively seeks to share experience with other organisations
with similar tasks in order to learn and spread good practice.
B. INTERNAL INTERACTION AND SHARING OF INFORMATION: As for Level 4, plus:
Relationships are proactively built between departments and units to avoid
working in silos. Working practices ensure that the organisation works as a
coherent system and not as a group of individual or fragmented units. All
processes related to internal interfaces and the internal sharing of
information are regularly reviewed with the aim to continuously improve
them.

4.2.5. Risk-based approach
The EU railway risk regulation regime is structured around a risk-based approach. In its center is not a
framework of highly descriptive safety rules. Instead RUs and IMs are requested to manage the risks of
their activities through a safety management system. How they do this is more or less up to them. They
should for example be free to adjust the safety management system after the nature of their operations.
This needs to be reflected in the work of the NSA and NIB. In order to do this the NSA and NIB need to have
a full understanding of the current and future risk profile of the sector. Equally, the activities of the NSA
and NIB should be based on an analysis of where their actions are mostly needed.
This sub-element links with sub-element 2.6 on Change management. Since it is good practice to analyse
the consequences of a change before it is implemented, the attributed levels in change management will
necessarily reflect the lack of evidence of a risk-based approach.
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The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Risk-based approach:
Element 2: Organising
Sub-element 2.5: Risk-based approach

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

A. LEGAL FRAMEWORK:
The legal framework is not compatible with a risk-based approach. The sector
is exclusively regulated by highly detailed railway safety rules. The
acceptance of risks is implicitly or explicitly forbidden. Unrealistic safety
targets are imposed by the authorities. Changes in the legislation are not risk
based.
B. MATURITY:
The everyday work of the Min/NSA/NIB is based on the assumption that
safety is managed by making sure that RUs and IMs follow detailed safety
rules and technical barriers. Approval processes are imposed even when not
foreseen by the EU legislation. Decisions to carry out activities are ad-hoc.
The NSA does not support the application of the CSM for Risk Evaluation and
Assessment. The management of Min/NSA/NIB pays no or little attention to
a risk-based approach.
A. LEGAL FRAMEWORK:
The need to make the legal framework compatible with a risk-based
approach has been identified. A discussion on the possibility to move to a
risk-based from a rules-based system has started. Some legislation has been
updated. There is cultural change in the Member State toward the
acceptance of residual risks.
B. MATURITY:
The everyday work of the Min/NSA/NIB is still based on the assumption that
safety is managed by making sure that the sector follows safety rules and
technical barriers, but they are aware of the possibility for the sector to apply
the CSM for Risk Evaluation and Assessment and CSM for Monitoring.
Although, the concepts that these are based on have not been understood by
neither the NSA nor the RUs/IMs. Some tasks are prioritised from a riskbased approach but far from all, and not in a systematic way. Management
of Min/NSA/NIB is starting to address the necessity to have policies on a riskbased approach.
A. LEGAL FRAMEWORK:
The legal framework is mainly compatible with a risk-based approach. The
Member State has moved toward a more risk-based system.
B. MATURITY:
The CSMs on Risk Assessment and Monitoring are fully implemented, actively
applied by the sector and enforced by the NSA. The NSA is actively promoting
the importance of having an SMS and how this is supposed to operate.
Guidance on SMS and Risk Assessment is provided by the NSA. All activities
of the NSA/NIB are based on the understanding that the responsibility to
manage safety risks lies on the sector. The NSA is aware that if it finds out
that the sector does not control the risks that it introduces into the system,
then it is the task of the NSA to enforce that. The activity of Min/NSA/NIB is
normally risk-based.
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A. LEGAL FRAMEWORK: As for level 3, plus: The legal framework is fully compatible
with a risk-based approach. Changes in the legal framework are implemented
only after an impact assessment including a risk assessment activity. The
safety rules are only stating basic principles and thereby giving room to the
sector for managing its operations via its SMS.
B. MATURITY: As for level 3, plus: The NSA has a continuous dialogue with the
sector on how to best approach and manage operational risks. Best practice
in risk assessment and monitoring is actively sought and implemented.
A. LEGAL FRAMEWORK: As for level 4, plus: Every transition is managed smoothly,
following a comprehensive plan where necessary.
B. MATURITY: As for level 4, plus: All levels of the workforce in the NSA/NIB
contribute to understanding the risk profile of the sector. The NSA/NIB is
competent to challenge the risk assessments done by the sector and the risk
profile described by them. The activities of Min/NSA/NIB are completely riskbased. Information is automatically fed into the risk assessment procedure
from all relevant sources (monitoring, supervision, certification, accident
investigation etc.). The organization is capable of reprioritizing an activity adhoc, based on newly arising safety concerns. The risk assessment process is
continually reviewed. The NIB and the NSA cooperate for a better
understanding of the risk profile of the sector.

4.2.6. Change management
Change is an essential and necessary part of a risk regulation regime according to which the regime should
constantly adapt to the risks in the sector, the introduction of new technologies and work practices, and
the expectations of society. This sub-element addresses the management of these changes by the Ministry,
NSA and NIB. Given that the regime is ultimately steered by the EU, there needs to be a readiness within
the Ministry, NSA and NIB for external incentives. Member State representatives should come to
discussions in EU working groups with an understanding of how changes might affect their home market
but should also have a fair understanding of how certain changes might affect the whole single EU railway
market. Internally in the individual Member State the changes from a nationally governed railway risk
regulation regime to an EU regime should be planned and managed from a risk-based approach. Change
management principles are also applicable to the internal organisations of the Ministry, NSA and NIB. Any
changes should be evaluated and planned beforehand. Best practice in deciding on whether to make a
change would be to assess the impact of that change in the beginning and not at the end of the process
(when it is difficult to do any amendments) and then to monitor the impact after the change has been
introduced in order to evaluate if amendments are necessary. There is a link between change management
and the NIB’s drafting of safety recommendations. In change management it is checked that safety
recommendations are only made after a proper risk analysis.
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Changes should also be consulted before they are implemented and evaluated sometime after they were
introduced. The Ministry should for example consult widely on the purpose and detail of new regulations,
both nationally and across borders so that the impact on railway safety and market access can be assessed
by those most affected. Once the regulations are implemented the Ministry should seek feedback on a
continual basis regarding their effectiveness against the intended purpose. This could for example be done
in close co-operation with the NSA which (ideally) has hands-on knowledge about how easy or difficult it is
for the sector to comply with the rules.
The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Change management:
Element 2: Organising
Sub-element 2.6: Change management

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. The Min/NSA/NIB has no process in place to manage changes that are
considered by the own organisation or changes that are coming from
external sources. The impact that planned changes might have on the own
organisation or on the railway system as a whole are therefore not
considered.
A. There is an awareness within the Min/NSA/NIB of the need to manage
changes that are considered by the own organisation as well as changes that
are coming from external sources. Some impact assessments are done, some
information is analysed and some action owners might be identified, but the
activities related to changes are yet not fully structured. The work to create
and implement a process for change management has started.

A. There is a process in place within the Min/NSA/NIB to manage changes. The
process ensures that there is an impact assessment and consultation with
relevant stakeholders (employees, sector representatives, other national and
international government agencies) prior to the final decision on the change
is taken. The Min/NSA/NIB ensures that it has access to relevant information
so that it can anticipate and adapt to changes in relation to new or amended
responsibilities and tasks (for example keeping up-to-date with EU legislative
developments).
A. As for level 3, plus: The change management process of Min/NSA/NIB
includes an element where, a while after a change has been implemented, its
effects are reviewed (through stakeholder questionnaires or other means) in
order to learn lessons for future change management. It is recognised that an
organisational change might have a negative effect on the organisation’s
capability to carry out its tasks. Employees and the members of the sector
understand the need for change and confirm that they are consulted on how
changes are introduced.
A. As for level 4, plus: All impact assessments include a risk-assessment. The
change management process of the Min/NSA/NIB ensures a consistent
achievement of RSD goals, even following organisational changes. The
Member State participates actively in change management within the EU risk
regulation regime taking both national considerations and the overall goals
of the RSD into account.
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4.2.7. Record keeping
This sub-element addresses the possibility to trace decisions taken by the Ministry, NSA or NIB. Record
keeping is an essential aspect of transparency in that decisions and the processes by which decisions are
made should be clearly set out and made publically available. The possibility to trace decisions also
facilitates the examination of NSA decisions in a judicial review, an important part of any risk regulation
regime. Last but not least it is important to keep track of decisions and information in order to improve the
quality of the organisation’s performance.
The Matrix looks at the following criteria in relation to Record keeping:
Element 2: Organising
Sub-element 2.7: Record keeping
1

A. There are few or no written records. No corporate, only individual memory.

Ad hoc
2
Initialising

3
Implementing

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. There are some records of information, but the records are inconsistent and
there is no systematic approach.

A. There are processes and standards (i.e. a document management system) in
place for keeping record of important information and decisions.

A. As for level 3, plus: Documented processes, standards, guidelines,
information and decisions are available to users and decision-makers. All
decisions are traceable and evidence based. The document management
system is continuously reviewed. Records are used to inform the Monitoring
(5.1) and Review (5.2) processes of the organisation.

A. As for level 4, plus: The reviews of the document management system aims
for continuous improvement with the ultimate goal of having an efficient and
effective record keeping process that is not adding any burdens to staff but
rather facilitates its everyday job.
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4.3.

Resourcing

4.3.1. Resource management

The Ministry, NSA and NIB need to be capable to carry out their work. An important aspect of capability is
budgeting and planning the workload effectively. The organisation should be able to anticipate periods with
larger quantities of work than normal and find ways in advance to cope with these. Budgeting, workload
planning and competence management must be done in a systematic way and be linked with the business
objectives of the organisation. One example of this is the NSA making sure, within its capabilities, that
enough competent staff is available when a large number of safety certificates are up for renewal. In
addition, the allocation of resources should be reviewed on a regular basis in order to ensure that they stay
allocated in a way that is effective and in line with the regulatory framework. For the competent bodies
within the EU it is particularly important that their competence management systems can handle the
transition from the previous (mostly) standards-based national railway risk regulation regimes to the
current (mostly) risk-based EU railway risk regulation regime.

Some NSAs and NIBs are governed by a board. The subject of the board is looked at in three different subelements of the Matrix: 2.1 Establishment (independence), 2.2 Accountability (checks and balances
function) and 3.1 Resource management (competence). In the cases where there is a board, it is important
that this does not have a negative effect on the possibilities for the NSA/NIB to carry out its work. This
would for example be the case if the board did not understand and support the role of the NSA/NIB in the
risk regulation regime. In cases where the NSA/NIB has a board it should have included in their competence
management system some requirements on necessary competence of their board members.
There is a link between criteria F on Management System in sub-element 1.2 and criteria C regarding
competence in this sub-element. If an evaluation concludes that the MS has a management system in place
(at least level 3), this should include a competence management system and it is therefore not possible to
give level 3 to sub-element 1.2 and then only give level 2 to sub-element 3.1 saying that there is no
competence management system in place. BUT the other way around is possible, you could have a fully
developed CMS without having a full management system in place.

Element 3: Resourcing
Sub-element 3.1: Resource management

1
Ad hoc

A. BUDGETING: Budgeting of the Min/NSA/NIB is not planned with the aim to
support the fulfilment of the national transport policy. Budgeting is planned
on an annual basis not taking future needs of the NSA/NIB into account.
B. STAFFING: Staffing (i.e. number of people) of the Min/NSA/NIB is not planned.
There is little or no control of workloads. Some people are overloaded while
others are lightly loaded. The use of consultants is not managed.
C. COMPETENCE: There is no competence management system in place at the
Min/NSA/NIB. Some training is organised, but not in a systematic way. This
has as a result that there is no assurance that all relevant staff is trained in
the EU regulatory framework for railway safety. Members of the board or
high level decision makers are not trained in (or there are no requirements
for the board members to have a certain level of understanding of) the role
of the NSA/NIB within the railway system. There is no performance review of
staff.
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2
Initialising

3
Implementing

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. BUDGETING: The need to plan the budgeting of the Min/NSA/NIB has been
identified. A process that takes the overarching goals of the national
transport policy and the long term objectives of the organisation into account
is being developed.
B. STAFFING: The need to plan staffing, control workloads and manage the use of
consultants has been identified. Processes are being developed.
C. COMPETENCE: The need to manage competence has been identified. A
competence management system is being developed. Recruitment and
training policies, if they exist, are not yet in line with the business objectives.
Requirements about the competence of board members are being
developed.
A. BUDGETING: The budget of the Min/NSA/NIB is planned in accordance with the
goals of the national transport policy and the objectives of the organisation.
B. STAFFING: The Min/NSA/NIB has processes in place to plan staffing, control
workloads and manage the use of consultants. In relation to the use of
consultants, this includes at least:
 Competence requirements;
 Identification of activities that can be delegated or outsourced;
 Performance evaluation;
 Clear allocation of tasks and responsibilities through contractual
arrangements.
C. COMPETENCE: There is a competence management system in place. This
includes at least:
 Recruitment and training policies;
 Identification of tasks and competence needs in line with the
business objectives;
 Training programmes (including EU legal framework) and plans;
 Competence maintenance (keeping knowledge up-to-date) and
assessment (checking the competence level);
 Traceability of the training;
 Performance review;
 Communication between HR and operational departments;
 Specific procedures for ensuring board members’ competence.
A. BUDGETING: As for level 3, plus: The planning of the budget is long term and
revised annually on the base of results achieved by the Min/NSA/NIB
(reactive revision).
B. STAFFING: As for level 3, plus: The processes to plan staffing, control
workloads and manage the use of consultants are continuously reviewed to
ensure they stay fit for purpose.
C. COMPETENCE: As for level 3, plus: The process is continuously reviewed to
ensure it stays fit for purpose. Performance review is part of the process.
A. BUDGETING: As for level 4, plus: The review of the long term planning takes
future needs (e.g. changes in the legal framework) and risks into account
(proactive revision). Prioritisation of resources ensures that activities are
carried out consistently and proportionately.
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B. STAFFING: As for level 4, plus: The review of the processes aims to
continuously improve their efficiency and effectiveness (proactively). There is
a staff policy regulating the use of consultants. There are processes managing
the sub-contracting of consultancies. Prioritisation of resources ensures that
activities are carried out efficiently, consistently and proportionately. There is
pro-active planning of workload at all management levels which takes
feedback from the sector into account. Extra time is planned in for unforeseen tasks and care is taken to make sure that nobody is overloaded with
work.
C. COMPETENCE: As for level 4, plus: Policies on recruitment, selection and
training are in line with identified objectives. They are based on thorough risk
assessment of tasks, to create a clear competence management system. The
review of the processes aims to continuously improve their efficiency and
effectiveness (proactively). Business continuity is part of the process and a
link between Staffing and competence management is established (e.g.
identifying when bad performance is a result of heavy workload). Best
practises in managing competence from other sectors are considered and
implemented. Training of staff includes exchange programs with other
organisations that might have best practises on how to carry out the core
tasks. The employees of the NSA/NIB are well aware of the EU regulatory
framework for railway safety and how it relates to their individual work
processes. Appropriate priority is given to managing competence by sharing
resources between units.
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4.4.

Performing

As mentioned in the introductory chapters, the Matrix reflects the three basic concepts of a risk regulation
regime: standard setting, behavioural change and information gathering. Standard setting is covered by the
sub-element of Goal setting (SE 1.1). The other two concepts are mainly covered in the basic element of
Performing: Enforcement, Certification and Promoting relate to behavioural change while Supervision,
Accident investigation and Monitoring relate to information gathering.
4.4.1. Supervision & Enforcement
This sub-element relates to two of the three corner stones of a risk regulation regime; information
gathering and behavioural change. The supervision activities of the NSA aims at understanding to which
extent the principles of the risk regulation regime are followed by the RUs and IMs. The supervision process
should be closely linked with the certification/authorisation process, i.a. so that information gathered
during supervision can feed into any renewed or amended certificate/authorisation of a particular subject,
and vice-versa: any information from the certification/authorisation activities should feed into the planning
of supervision activities. Knowledge from the supervision process should also be fed into the monitoring
activities of the NSA to better understand how the safety levels are developing. In addition, it should be
used as an information source when the Ministry, NSA and NIB plan their work for the coming years.
The enforcement should reinforce the fulfilment of the overarching national transport policies. The process
should be publicly available and include a range of enforcement actions that are proportionate to the noncompliance. For example, enforcement action that forces the withdrawal of a train service does not
support a transport policy seeking to promote rail travel and should therefore be reserved for noncompliances with a direct threat to safety. For this reason the NSA should be able to choose between
different enforcement tools depending on the severity of the situation. The possibility to choose less severe
enforcement instruments also has important effects on the incident reporting culture in the railway sector.
But on the other hand there needs to be a balance so as to avoid a situation where it is possible to profit
from non-compliance (i.e. the fines are lower than what the companies gain from continuing to deliberately
breach the rules).
The risk-based approach which was outlined in sub-element 2.5 should here lead to supervision and
enforcement activities to be focused on the areas within the railway system where the highest risks have
been identified.
Element 4: Performing
Sub-element 4.1: Supervision & Enforcement

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: The supervision activities are in general irregular,
disproportionate and reactive. There is more focus on checking the conformity to
legal requirements than conformity to the SMS requirements. There is no
supervision plan or enforcement policy in place. There is rarely any prioritization
or justification, meaning that the activities are not risk-based.
B. CO-OPERATION WITH THE NIB: There is rarely any interaction with the NIB on safety
recommendations or the interaction is ad hoc.
C. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: Despite the need for co-operation or co-ordination
with other NSAs this is not in place or it is ad hoc.
A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: Supervision plan and strategy, and enforcement techniques
are being developed and are not yet fully implemented. The development of an
enforcement policy has started. The plans, strategies and techniques are being
linked with the certification and authorization process.
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B. CO-OPERATION WITH THE NIB: The NSA and NIB are starting to develop a structured
approach for interaction on safety recommendations and how these might inform
the supervision strategy and plan.
C. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: The NSA is starting to put structures in place for
supervision co-operation and co-ordination with other NSAs when needed.

3
Implementing

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: Supervision plan and strategy, and enforcement techniques
have been developed and are fully implemented. An enforcement policy is in
place. The plans, strategies and techniques are linked with the certification and
authorization process and they are risk-based.
B. CO-OPERATION WITH THE NIB: There is a process in place to ensure structured cooperation with the NIB on safety recommendations.
C. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: There is a process in place to ensure structured cooperation and co-ordination with other NSAs.
A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: As for Level 3, plus: The CSM is fully applied. Information
from the RUs/IMs monitoring, the NSA’s assessment activities and the NIB’s safety
recommendations influence the NSA’s supervision and enforcement activities. The
NSA uses its experience from the supervision activities to suggest improvements
to the RUs/IMs monitoring process and to improve their own promotion and
development of the regulatory framework. The processes, supervision plan and
strategy as well as the enforcement policy are regularly reviewed with the aim to
ensure that they remain fit for purpose and that any necessary changes are
implemented. The NSA uses the supervision as a fundamental basis for its role in
ensuring safety performance.
B. CO-OPERATION WITH THE NIB: The co-operation process with the NIB is regularly
reviewed with the aim to ensure that it remains fit for purpose.
C. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: There are joint supervision plans and inspections
with other NSAs and supervision activities are based on information from other
regulatory bodies. The co-operation and co-ordination processes are regularly
reviewed with the aim to ensure that they remain fit for purpose.
A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: As for Level 4, plus: The supervision process and enforcement
techniques are revised and improved using a risk-based approach. Enforcement
and supervision activities are focused on supporting RUs and IMs in anticipating
and manage their risks. The NSA enforcement and supervision activities are seen
by the RUs/IMs as useful tools to ensure continuous improvement in their safety
performance. There is a culture of learning and sharing by all stakeholders, in
particular the strategy and plan are shared with the RUs and IMs, who can
contribute. Information is shared with the Ministry and other rule makers on any
necessary improvements and or changes in the regulatory framework.
B. CO-OPERATION WITH THE NIB: As for Level 4, plus: The process is regularly reviewed
with the aim to ensure that the co-operation with the NIB on safety
recommendations is continuously improved.
C. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: As for Level 4, plus: The processes are regularly
reviewed with the aim to continuously improve the co-operation and coordination. Good practice in supervision and enforcement is sought amongst
other NSAs and implemented.
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4.4.2. Certification & Authorisation
This sub-element covers the activities of the NSA in relation to certification and authorisation. In the EU risk
regulation regime it is the industry creating the risks that should manage them and the role for the NSA is
to review the capability of RUs and IMs to do so by evaluating their Safety Management System. This is the
highest form of control over an industry in a risk regulation regime: a formal demonstration of safety needs
to be made by the subject and accepted by the regulator before operations are permitted to start. In
addition to an assessment of an RU’s/IM’s capability to manage the risks of its own operations, the
certification process should address the RU’s/IM’s knowledge of the wider system and how it intends to
cooperate with the other parties in it. Best practice in certification/authorisation processes include a link
with the supervision activities to determine that the issues captured during the certification/authorisation
process are followed up.
Element 4: Performing
Sub-element 4.2: Certification & Authorization

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: Assessment is delivered, i.e. the NSA issues safety certificates
and safety authorisations, but there are no processes in place. There are no
formalised decision making criteria, therefore RUs/IMs are not always treated
consistently. Part A and Part B are assessed separately and there is no link between
the two. No initial assessment is undertaken of the summary of the SMS before
proceeding to the full assessment. There is no link to supervision activities.
B. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: There is rarely any co-operation or co-ordination
with other NSAs or it is ad hoc.
C. SUPPORT TO THE SECTOR: No guidance is issued. It is unclear to the RUs/IMs on which
base certificates and authorisations are issued and they therefore do not know what
material to provide in their application. There are no instructions for dealing with
complaints.
A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: The NSA has identified the need and started the work to put a
process in place which ensures:
 a consistent delivery of certificates/authorisations (including decision making
criteria)
 a proper quality management of the certification process
 a link with the supervision process
 that the assessment is proportionate to the size of the RU/IM
 a link between Part A and Part B certificates
 an initial assessment of the SMS summary before the full assessment is done
B. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: The NSA is starting to put structures in place for
assessment co-operation and co-ordination with other NSAs.
C. SUPPORT TO THE SECTOR: Guidance is under development. There are some instructions
for dealing with complaints.
A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: There are clear work processes and procedures which set out
how Part A and Part B certificates and authorisations are assessed in a consistent
way (decision making criteria are available and published) ensuring equal treatment
of applicants across the EU. The processes are auditable and consistently applied.
The assessment is accurate and its scope is proportionate in general. There is a link
between the outcome of the assessment with supervision and back from supervision
to the reassessment.
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B. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: The NSA has a procedure for co-operation with NSAs
that have issued the Part A certificate, which is actively applied in order to deal with
cross border applications.
C. SUPPORT TO THE SECTOR: Guidance on the requirements for Part A and Part B
certificates is available to RUs and IMs and can be easily attained by anyone wanting
to submit an application. New entrants and cross border RUs are given help in the
application process, particularly the Part B. There is a procedure in place for dealing
with questions and complaints.

4
Managed

5
Improving

A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: As for Level 3, plus: The CSM for Conformity Assessment is fully
applied. The assessment process is regularly reviewed based on experience, with the
aim to ensure that it stays fit for purpose. Assessment decisions are also regularly
reviewed to ensure that the decision-making criteria are consistently applied and
remain fit for purpose.
B. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: As for Level 3, plus: The NSA actively applies and
reviews the procedure for cross border applications based on experience in order to
ensure that it stays fit for purpose. The NSA shares information with the other NSAs
on any information risks/ problems. The Part B assessment is minimal in relation to
the Part A.
C. SUPPORT TO THE SECTOR: As for Level 3, plus: RUs/IMs are fully aware of the procedures
that the NSA uses. The applicants know exactly what stage their application is, who
to contact and they are actively informed of any problems/issues/non conformities
at an early stage so that these can be rectified quickly. The interaction with
applicants is regularly reviewed based on experience in order to ensure that it stays
fit for purpose.
A. ACTIVITIES AND PLANS: As for Level 4, plus: The assessment process and decision
making criteria are proactively improved, involving consultation with the sector and
looking for best practice. There are well functioning links with the supervision
activities. The NSA actively looks for ways to streamline its activities so that more
time is spent on supervision than the assessment itself. Resources are focused on
delivering assessment effectively and efficiently.
B. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER NSAS: As for Level 4, plus: The NSA proactively improves the
procedure for cross border applications. The NSA shares best practice with the other
NSAs.
C. SUPPORT TO THE SECTOR: As for Level 4, plus: From information through the supervision
activities the RUs/IMs are well prepared for when their certificate and authorization
needs to be reassessed so that the process is minimal, cost effective and helps them
to improve their SMS processes. The interaction with applicants is continuously
improved.
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4.4.3. Promoting the safety regulatory framework
As discussed in the introduction to basic-element 4, one of the cornerstones of a risk regulation regime is
behavioural change. Enforcing the legal framework is one way of accomplishing behavioural change (see
more about Enforcing in sub-element 4.1). Another tool is to promote the regime to the users. This
basically means to actively advertise the benefits of the risk regulation regime as such. It is not enough to
only mention once why the whole regime was put in place to start with. When carrying out the everyday
tasks it can sometimes be forgotten why it is necessary to go through a big pile of documents or to check a
large number of technical devices. The reason for doing these things need to be continuously reminded of
so that it eventually becomes a natural part of how all the persons in the system think about the
importance of their job. Only then can there be a solid safety culture within the system. The aspect of
restating the benefits of the risk regulation regime is extra important in markets such as the EU railway
market where new players may be introduced.
Element 4: Performing
Sub-element 4.3: Promoting the safety regulatory framework
1
Ad hoc

2
Initiating

3
Implementing

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. There is no information or guidance about the safety regulatory framework to
the sector. The national and European legal framework is not clearly
communicated.
A. Some information and some guidance is provided. The importance of having a
structured way to inform about the framework and its benefits has been
identified and a process and strategy is under development. Some care is
taken to share lessons learned from established safety recommendations.
A. The process to promote the safety regulatory framework is defined and
implemented. It includes information, guidance and dissemination, focusing
not only on communicating the structure of the legal framework (“how”) but
also the philosophy behind it (“why”). The aim of these activities is to facilitate
a correct and purposeful acceptance and execution of the safety management
responsibilities of the RUs and IMs. There is a systematic sharing of lessons
learned from established safety recommendations. Rules are shared with EUwide sector via Notif-ITdatabase.
A. As for level 3, plus: The processes are regularly reviewed to ensure they stay fit
for purpose. The NSA encourages and supports the sharing of best practices
among the RUs and IMs. The NSA has a helpdesk/support for the individual
RUs and IMs in need of guidance on specific issues.
A. As for level 4, plus: The processes are continuously improved taking on board
the views of the sector and implementing best practice in promoting a legal
framework. The promoting mechanism is recognised by all staff of the NSA as
an important tool in achieving the goals of the RSD. The NSA actively invites
the sector and other stakeholders to discussion fora about the safety
regulatory framework with the aim to discuss shared problems, inform well in
advance about possible legal changes, collect good ideas on how to improve
the framework and spread best practices in applying it. The NSA and NIB
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actively contribute to the establishment of EU guidance material and
acceptable means of compliance for the sector.

4.4.4. Accident investigation

This sub-element addresses the ability of the risk regulation regime to learn from accidents as a part of a
continuous improvement cycle. It thus mainly concerns the activities of the NIB. In order to derive learning
the NIB should investigate beyond the immediate cause of an accident and into the SMS of the railway
actors and the regulatory framework; exploring the decisions that led to the accident as well as the direct
technical failure. Since accidents become rarer and the opportunity to learn how to improve safety in the
railway system thereby also becomes rarer, it is considered good practice that the NIB also is willing, and
have the mandate and resources, to investigate incidents and near misses. As stated in sub-element 2.1 it is
important that the NIB is separate from the regulator and anybody else whose interests may conflict with
the aim of unbiased investigations. While this sub-element is looking at the possibility to learn from
accidents and incidents, the actual implementation of this learning is checked in sub-element 4.5 (Criteria
C).
Element 4: Performing
Sub-element 4.4: Accident investigation

1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

A. OCCURRENCE REPORTING AND TARGETING 19.2 INVESTIGATIONS: Investigations are
selected ad hoc. There is no process to decide which accidents to investigate,
including:
a. system for occurrence reporting to the NIB
b. requirements in RSD Article 19.2 a)-d)
B. INVESTIGATION PROCESS: Serious accidents are investigated, but there is no
process in place for how to carry out an investigation.
C. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORTS: There is no process for reporting the results of
the investigation or for drafting recommendations.
A. OCCURRENCE REPORTING AND TARGETING 19.2 INVESTIGATIONS: The NIB has started to
create a process for receiving occurrence reports and deciding which accidents
to investigate.
B. INVESTIGATION PROCESS: The NIB has started to create a process for accident
investigations.
C. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORTS: The NIB has started to create a process for
reporting the results of the investigation including drafting recommendations.
A. OCCURRENCE REPORTING AND TARGETING 19.2 INVESTIGATIONS: The NIB has
implemented a process for receiving occurrence reports and deciding which
accidents to investigate.
B. INVESTIGATION PROCESS: The NIB has implemented an investigation process which
enables the NIB to establish, on time, the causes (technical, organisational and
operational) of accidents.
C. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORTS: The NIB has implemented a process for
reporting the results of the investigation including drafting recommendations.
Most accident investigations result in measures taken by involved organisations
and/or, where appropriate, safety recommendations (which are addressed to
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the NSA and where needed to other bodies or authorities in the Member State
or to other Member States).

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. OCCURRENCE REPORTING AND TARGETING 19.2 INVESTIGATIONS: As for Level 3, plus:
The NIB is monitoring and reviewing its process for receiving occurrence
reports and deciding which accidents to investigate in order to have full control
of the decision phase.
B. INVESTIGATION PROCESS: As for Level 3, plus: The NIB is monitoring and reviewing
its investigation process in order to ensure the consistency and accuracy of
investigations.
C. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORTS: As for Level 3, plus: The NIB is monitoring and
reviewing its process for reporting the results of the investigation including
drafting recommendations in order to ensure that lessons learned from
accidents or incidents are fed back into the system.
A. OCCURRENCE REPORTING AND TARGETING 19.2 INVESTIGATIONS: As for Level 4, plus:
The NIB is striving to continually improve its process for receiving occurrence
reports and deciding which accidents to investigate in order to ensure that its
targeted investigations contribute to the improvement of the overall safety
levels of the railway system.
B. INVESTIGATION PROCESS: As for Level 4, plus: The NIB is striving to continually
improve its investigation process in order to optimise its effectiveness (e.g. by
innovating or adopting good practices that are used in other fields of accident
investigation).
C. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORTS: As for Level 4, plus: The NIB is striving to
continually improve its process for reporting the results of the investigation
including drafting recommendations in order to improve the quality of the
lessons learned and the way this knowledge is used.
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4.4.5. Monitoring the Sector
Monitoring concerns the third cornerstone of a risk regulation regime; information gathering. Together
with the supervision activities and accident investigations, monitoring will give a general understanding of
how well the risk regulation regime is functioning in practice. Through these activities it will be possible to
evaluate whether the behavioural change tools need to be improved or if the regulatory framework (i.e.
the standard setting) needs to be clarified.
Mainly, this sub-element addresses the role of the NSA in monitoring the performance of the sector.
According to the EU risk regulation regime this should be done by using Common Safety Indicators (CSIs)
and Common Safety Targets (CSTs). Monitoring also includes overseeing learning from accident
investigations. The NSA should monitor that the RUs and IMs implement the safety recommendations from
the NIB and the NIB should monitor that the NSA actually carries out this monitoring.
Monitoring is an important tool in a risk-based regime. By following the development of safety indicators it
is possible to act on safety risks in a pro-active way. In a risk regulation regime such as the one for railways
it can however be difficult to identify the problem areas since accidents are relatively few. Best practice
under such circumstances is to look for patterns that can predict the indicators, i.e. to work with
precursors. It could also be useful to analyse the information in the annual reports from the RUs and IMs,
from supervision activities etc., in order to better understand in which direction the railway safety
performance develops. In a European perspective it is important to respect the fact that safety should be
monitored not only at national level but on an EU level as well. Member States should therefore make an
effort to properly understand and use the harmonized indicators so that all EU relevant data can be
compared.
Element 4: Performing
Sub-element 4.5: Monitoring the Sector
A. ANNUAL SAFETY REPORTS: The NSA does not monitor formally the performance
of the sector and therefore does not produce any annual safety report.
Moreover there is no follow-up on the annual reporting from RUs and IMs.
1
Ad hoc

B. SAFETY INDICATORS: Some monitoring is carried out but the data is random and
rarely analysed. There are no purposeful reactions to findings. CSIs are not
implemented. CSTs are not used to evaluate performance.
C. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS: There is no follow-up on safety recommendations,
therefore the NIB cannot verify their applicability.

2
Initialising

A. ANNUAL SAFETY REPORTS: The NSA reports on safety performances. The reports
are not drafted systematically and they are not the result of a specific
process. The annual reporting from RUs and IMs is not continuous and the
NSA does not enforce it. However the need of a structured reporting system
is identified and a process is being developed.
B. SAFETY INDICATORS: The NSA has started to formalise the monitoring and
analysis of safety data within the system. CSI's are partially collected and the
NSA understands the importance of using them together with the CSTs in the
annual report. However, data quality assurance is limited.
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C. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS: The NIB has started to develop a process to ensure
that safety recommendations are followed-up.

A. ANNUAL SAFETY REPORTS: The NSA reports in a structured, consistent and timely
way (using an agreed harmonised template) on safety performances using
data from the annual reporting of RUs and IMs. These data are also delivered
systematically and on-time, as the NSA enforces the reporting activity of RUs
and IMs.
3
Implementing

B. SAFETY INDICATORS: The CSIs are fully implemented. The NSA uses CSTs and
NRVs as input to evaluate the safety level of the member state. There is a
process in place to ensure collection, analysis and quality of data (e.g. the
NSA verifies that RUs and IMs are delivering reliable data through the
supervision).
C. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS: The NSA reports back to the NIB on measures
taken or planned related to safety recommendations. The NIB has a process
to monitor the reporting of the NSA and the implementation of safety
recommendations.

4
Managing

A. ANNUAL SAFETY REPORTS & SAFETY INDICATORS: As for level 3, plus: The NSA
analyses the data of the annual reports from RUs and IMs and CSIs to target
and prioritise the supervision activity in accordance with the safety
performance of the RU/IM or with the risk profile of the activity (e.g.
shunting). The analysis and the plans are part of the annual report of the
NSA, which goes beyond the list of issues in the harmonised template. The
process used to manage annual safety reporting and safety indicators is
regularly reviewed. The list of addressees of the annual report is extended to
all actors in the sector (including manufacturers, consumers associations,
etc.) and to entities responsible for safety in other transport modes and in
other fields of industry.
B. SEE POINT A
C. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS: As for level 3, plus: The NSA and the NIB regularly
review their processes and interfaces to follow-up on safety
recommendations. The NIB process includes an analysis to check the
applicability of safety recommendations.

5
Improving

A. ANNUAL SAFETY REPORTS & SAFETY INDICATORS: As for level 4, plus: The NSA
analyses the data of the annual reports from RUs and IMs and CSIs, together
with other inputs to proactively define its operational activities and goals
which are communicated to the sector. The process used to manage annual
safety reporting and safety indicators is regularly improved and proposals to
improve the EU legal framework are made.
B. SEE POINT A
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C. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS: As for level 4, plus: The NSA and the NIB regularly
improve their processes and interfaces to ensure that safety
recommendations are efficient and effective, actively involving the sector in
the improvements.
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4.5.

Evaluating

This final element of the Matrix looks at if the Member State regularly tests the functioning of the risk
regulation regime as such. The element is studying the willingness and capability of the Ministry, NSA and
NIB to continuously study the results of their own actions and to implement changes when problems are
identified. It also looks at how the three organisations co-operate to ensure that the whole system is robust
and efficient in supporting the overall transport policy.
This element has two sub-elements; Monitoring and Review. Monitoring includes a set of control
mechanisms which should be applied often enough to ensure that the there is a hands-on (almost day-today) understanding of how well the risk regulation regime performs. Reviews take place more seldom and
looks at information from all the different monitoring activities in order to correct malfunctions in the
system and improve its effectiveness.
This element also links back to the sub-element of Accountability (SE 2.2). In order to be fully accountable
for their actions the Ministry, NSA and NIB should not only have internal controls but should also be
evaluated by an external party. In some national administrations this is mandatory by law and in others it
can be a voluntary action where the organisations invite an external consultancy to do a health check of
their systems.
4.5.1. Monitoring the Risk Regulation Regime
The sub-element of “Monitoring the risk regulation regime” is closely related to the sub-element
“Monitoring the sector” in basic element 4 above. But in this case the monitoring relates to the
performance of the regulatory regime itself rather than the performance of the sector in general.
Monitoring is an on-going measurement of activities to ensure that the senior management has a
continuously up-dated knowledge about how well the organisation is performing in relation to its goals.
Monitoring includes criteria related to auditing, investigating events, performance follow-up and reporting:
The criteria of audit looks at how the Ministry, NSA and NIB ensure that their internal processes are being
followed and that they are complying with their legal obligations. It also looks at how the three
organisations together ensure that the risk regulation regime as such is complying with the regulatory
framework and overarching goals of the RSD. An audit can cover parts of a system or a whole system. An
internal audit in the NSA can for example cover either the safety certification process or the whole
management system (of which the safety certification process is only one process among many other
processes).
The criteria of investigating events addresses the ability of the Ministry, NSA and NIB organisations to learn
from their own mistakes. Just like the RUs and IMs can improve their performance by investigating
incidents and accidents, the Min/NSA/NIB can improve their performance by investigating the internal
actions that led up to a mistake (for example losing a document that was handed in during a certificate
application or overlooking evidence in an accident investigation). The ability to investigate this type of
incidents is closely linked with the sub-element of “Safety culture management” which was addressed in
section 2.3 above. If the organisation has a blame culture it is unlikely that employees will report their
mistakes to be evaluated for future learning.
Not only failure offers a source of knowledge. Successes can provide equal opportunities for learning and
should therefore be studied too.
The criteria of performance follow-up investigates to what extent the Ministry, NSA and NIB measure their
activities. This could for example be monthly statistics collected by senior management in the NIB on how
quickly investigators arrive at the scene of a railway accident after its notification. Or it could be yearly
reports by intermediate managers to senior management in the NSA on how long it takes in average to
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issue a safety certificate. Senior management can then by comparing numbers over the months/years see if
site arrival/certificate handling times have increased or decreased. But monitoring will not give any answers
as to why the numbers have changed in one direction or another. In order to find that out it would be
necessary to carry out a proper audit or review.
This criteria also looks at whether the performance of the NSA and NIB is followed-up by an external entity.
There is a link here with the sub-element of Accountability (SE 2.2). It follows naturally that if the NSA and
NIB are expected to report on their performance (for example on a yearly basis) it would be good practice
to analyse these reports and possibly agree on areas to focus on in coming work plans.
The criteria of reporting explores if the Ministry, NSA and NIB have tools to pick up early warnings about
malfunctioning in the organisations or in the risk regulation regime as such.
Element 5: Evaluating
Sub-element 5.1: Monitoring the Risk Regulation Regime

1
Ad hoc

A. AUDIT:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: There is little or no evidence of internal audits
being carried out. Audits that are carried out are not planned
or prioritised. There are no external audits of the
Ministry/NSA/NIB.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There are no audits of the risk
regulation regime as such.
B. INVESTIGATING EVENTS:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The Min/NSA/NIB does not or does very rarely
investigate its own failures. When failures occur, the culture of
the organisation is to find someone to blame.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: (This aspect is evaluated in Subelement 4.4 Accident Investigations)
C. PERFORMANCE FOLLOW-UP:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Tasks are not regularly followed up by the line
management chain which means that managers cannot
intervene if the tasks are not being properly performed. The
organisation therefore lacks means to analyse whether it is
carrying out its activities in an effective and efficient way.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There is no performance follow-up on
the activities of the NSA and NIB by the entity utterly
responsible for managing railway safety on a national level.
(The performance of the sector is measured in Sub-element 4.1
Supervision and Enforcement)
D. REPORTING:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: There is no process in place to collect warnings
from staff about malfunctioning in the organisation. Exchange
of relevant safety information is therefore low or non-existent.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There is no process in place to collect
safety alerts about malfunctioning in the railway system. RUs
and IMs are not reporting systematically accidents, incidents
and near misses. Exchange of relevant safety information
within the Member State is therefore low or non-existent. (The
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reporting of the sector is measured also in Sub-element 4.5
Monitoring the Sector)

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

A. AUDIT:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Internal audits are regularly being carried out
even if they are not following any coordinated plan. The need
of an organised approach is identified and a process is drafted.
There are no or very few external audits of the
Ministry/NSA/NIB, those taking place are mainly focusing on
administrative issues.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There are no or very few audits of the
risk regulation regime as such. The need of auditing the risk
regulation regime as such has been identified; some controls
on a Member State level are done.
B. INVESTIGATING EVENTS:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Mistakes are investigated but there is little
guidance on how or what to investigate.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: (This aspect is evaluated in Subelement 4.4 Accident Investigations)
C. PERFORMANCE FOLLOW-UP:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Some critical processes are followed up and
some results are evaluated. But collection of data is isolated
and uncoordinated. This leads to inconsistencies between
different units of the Min/NSA/NIB that have similar tasks. Not
all managers understand the need to follow up tasks and so do
not collect the requested data.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There is some performance follow up
on the activities of the NSA and NIB. It normally happens
following unwanted events. However the need for a systematic
approach is recognised and a process is being developed. (The
performance of the sector is measured in Sub-element 4.1
Supervision and Enforcement)
D. REPORTING:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Some warnings from staff are collected but not
all the employees understand the importance of reporting
issues. Exchange of relevant safety information is therefore not
structured, even if the importance of exchanging relevant
information is recognised by the senior management. A process
is being drafted.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There is no process in place, but some
safety alerts are collected. RUs and IMs are reporting accidents,
incidents and near misses. Exchange of relevant safety
information within the Member State is in place but not
systematic. (The reporting of the sector is measured also in
Sub-element 4.5 Monitoring the Sector)
A. AUDIT:
a. Min/NSA/NIB:
The
management
system
of
the
Ministry/NSA/NIB includes an audit process which makes it
possible for the organisation to check if it is complying with its
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legal obligations as well as its own operational, strategic and
administrative processes. There is evidence of co-ordinated
and planned internal audits. There are external audits of the
Ministry/NSA/NIB.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The Member State audits the risk
regulation regime, but the activity is done as reaction to
unwanted events.
B. INVESTIGATING EVENTS:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The Min/NSA/NIB has a process in place for
evaluating internal mistakes with the aim to improve
performance. However, only immediate causes are
investigated; the organisation does not seek to identify areas
for wider improvement.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: (This aspect is evaluated in Subelement 4.4 Accident Investigations)
C. PERFORMANCE FOLLOW-UP:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: All processes are followed up and results are
evaluated. The collection of data is systematic and consistent
among the units. Managers on all levels understand the need
to follow up tasks and so collect the requested data.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: There is regular and structured
performance follow up on the activities of the NSA and NIB.
(The performance of the sector is measured in Sub-element 4.1
Supervision and Enforcement)
D. REPORTING:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: There is a process in place to collect warnings
from the staff which is used by all employees and managers.
There is awareness in the organisation of the importance of
reporting issues.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: Safety alerts are collected on a regular
basis according to an established process. There is a systematic
exchange of relevant safety information within the Member
State. (The reporting of the sector is measured also in Subelement 4.5 Monitoring the Sector)

4
Managing

A. AUDIT: As for Level 3, plus:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Lead auditors are regularly trained and certified
when applicable. The auditing process is regularly reviewed.
The Min/NSA/NIB activities are regularly audited by external
competent auditors. Audit activities are prioritised based on
problems identified in the monitoring process.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The Member State regularly audits
the risk regulation regime. There are no or a few external
audits of the regime.
B. INVESTIGATING EVENTS: As for level 3, plus:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The process also ensures the evaluation of
success stories. The process for evaluating internal
mistakes/success stories ensures improved performance in
both the concerned unit and wider in other parts of the
organisation. The range of incidents that are investigated
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includes not only direct mistakes but also disruptions to work
and where expected outcomes are not achieved. The
Min/NSA/NIB applies effective tools to find mistakes and
success stories to study for future learning. Complaints from
the public/applicants are investigated and any necessary
improvements made.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: (This aspect is evaluated in Subelement 4.4 Accident Investigations)
C. PERFORMANCE FOLLOW-UP: As for level 3, plus:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Process follow-up is prioritised based on
previous results and linked with the broader policy goals with
the aim to investigate whether there is divergence from the
goals. The process is reviewed systematically.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: As for level 3, plus: The NSA/NIB is
measured against clear key performance indicators that are set
in agreement. (The performance of the sector is measured in
Sub-element 4.1 Supervision and Enforcement)
D. REPORTING: As for level 3, plus:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The process is being reviewed. The staff
receives feedback on registered reports.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The NSA/NIB reports to the Ministry
on a regular basis and it is expected to link its reports with
objectives. (The reporting of the sector is measured also in Subelement 4.5 Monitoring the Sector)

5
Improving

A. AUDIT: As for Level 4, plus:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: All auditors are regularly trained and certified
when applicable. The auditing process is regularly improved
taking best practices into account. Audit activities are
prioritised with a risk-based approach. The external audits of
Min/NSA/NIB are focused on evaluating the efficiency and
effectiveness of the organisations.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The Member State regularly audits
the risk regulation regime, evaluating (among other things) its
performance against the goals of the RSD. External audits are in
place.
B. INVESTIGATING EVENTS: As for level 4, plus:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The Min/NSA/NIB openly shares lessons learned
with other national and external government bodies.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: (This aspect is evaluated in Subelement 4.4 Accident Investigations)
C. PERFORMANCE FOLLOW-UP: As for level 4, plus:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: Process follow up is prioritised based on risks
(e.g. changes in the organisation). The process is continually
improved.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The Ministry/NSA/NIB actively
facilitates the monitoring of the overall performance in the EU
railway risk regulation regime. The NSA/NIB actively invites
public examination of its activities. (The performance of the
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sector is measured in Sub-element 4.1 Supervision and
Enforcement)
D. REPORTING: As for level 4, plus:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The process is being improved. Critical activities
and areas are identified by the management to be reported on.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The NSA/NIB reports include an
analysis of railway system performance in relation to previous
months/years. (The reporting of the sector is measured also in
Sub-element 4.5 Monitoring the Sector)
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4.5.2. Review
While an audit is a tool to check if something is done according to a defined set of policies, procedures or
requirements, a review is a tool to check if the way in which a task is carried out is really ensuring that the
objective of that task is fulfilled. The result of an audit will for example show if a certain procedure was
followed or not. A review of the same procedure will instead show if the procedure is effective in meeting
the organisation’s objectives.
This sub-element of the Matrix checks if the Ministry, NSA and NIB are analysing the results of all their
monitoring activities (i.e. audits, investigation of events, performance follow-up and reporting) to ensure
that they are organised in the most opportune way and if they have chosen the most efficient procedures
and control systems to manage their tasks. It also checks to what extent the Ministry, NSA and NIB cooperate in order to review the whole risk regulation regime, including looking at the way the organisations
are set up in relation to each other, how effective the legal framework is and how the interfaces of the
different organisations are managed.
The reviews should also include a structured definition, allocation and follow-up of improvement measures.
In addition, any changes should be tested in an impact evaluation before they are decided and
implemented, which is why it is not possible to reach Level 3 in this sub-element unless there is a change
management process in place (i.e. Level 3 has been reached in sub-element 2.6).
Element 5: Evaluating
Sub-element 5.2: Review
A. REVIEW:
1
Ad hoc

2
Initialising

3
Implementing

a.+ b. Min/NSA/NIB & Risk Regulation regime: There is no process
for carrying out reviews. As a result, there is no analysis of the
findings from monitoring activities and the organisation/system
undergoes few changes for improvement.
A. REVIEW:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The reviews carried out are not part of a systematic
approach to improvement. They are often reactive and not planned
as part of the management cycle. But the importance of a systematic
review is understood and a process is being developed. Reviews give
rise to simple improvement actions and changes to low levels of the
management system.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The review of the national railway system is
not done in a systematic and structured way by the Min/NIB/NSA.
The need for a more structured approach has been identified and a
process is being developed.
A. REVIEW:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: The management system of the Ministry/NSA/NIB
includes a process which prompts the organisation to review its
processes as well as its whole management system to ensure that
these are still supporting the organisation in reaching its defined
targets. (This level may be assigned only if SE 1.2 aspect F is on level
4). The process also makes sure that the necessary actions identified
by reviews are implemented using the organisation’s change
management process.
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b. Risk Regulation Regime: There is coordination between the Ministry,
the NSA and the NIB to systematically review the performance and
organisation of the national railway system. Reviews lead to
implemented action plans which include the activity, its deadline and
the function responsible for it.

4
Managing

5
Improving

A. REVIEW:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: As for Level 3, plus: The review process itself is
continuously reviewed to ensure that it stays fit for purpose. The aim
of the process is to understand wider implications and opportunities
for creating more effective regulatory/accident investigation
strategies. Corrective actions have closure criteria and mechanisms
for tracking their progress. Recommendations from reviews show
that the wider implications are considered.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: The process to coordinate the Ministry, the
NSA and the NIB in reviewing the system is regularly verified and
updated.
A. REVIEW:
a. Min/NSA/NIB: As for Level 4, plus: The Ministry/NSA/NIB
continuously reviews its processes as well as its whole internal
management system to ensure that it is continuously improved. The
NSA/NIB is being reviewed by an external body and actively takes
part in peer review type activities with other competent bodies.
Inspiration for improvement comes from (among other things)
internal and external good practice, internal and external feedback,
lessons learned, monitoring and peer-to-peer auditing activities. Riskbased improvement plans systematically and effectively ensure that
results from reviews are acted upon. Corrective actions are
supported by senior management which links them with the
objectives of the organisation.
b. Risk Regulation Regime: As for level 4, plus: The process is
continuously improved with the aim to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the railway system, taking the overarching goals of
the EU transport policy into account. Best practices in structuring a
risk regulation regime are sought and implemented. Improvement
plans are risk-based and linked with the overall goals of the national
transport policy.
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5.

IMPLEMENTING THE MATRIX

The Matrix is an important tool for moving towards a Single European railway area. It provides an overview
of the approaches and processes used by the key actors in the area of railway safety. By shining a light on
their actions and interactions within the different building blocks of the EU railway risk regulation regime,
the Matrix gives an indication of how far the Member States have come in implementing the regime.
However, the Matrix is not a tool for auditing Member States. The Agency does not have a mandate to
carry out audits and the elements within the Matrix are far too general and high level to allow for such
usage. The aim is rather to facilitate a dialogue with the Member States on how to improve the overall
performance regarding railway safety management within the EU.
The extended understanding and knowledge provided by the Matrix should be useful in prioritising the
Agency’s activities and managing its resources more efficiently. It should also facilitate an evaluation of the
Agency’s activities: If a problem area has been targeted by the Agency, then the follow-up Matrix analysis
should be able to show if the Agency’s targeted activities have had any positive effects.
Facilitating the sharing of best practice is one example of a targeted activity. The Matrix is a dual
instrument in that it identifies both problem areas (level 1-2) and good practice (level 4-5). By linking the
two, it is possible to identify which Member States have problem areas and which Member States are likely
to have solutions to those problems. There already is some sharing of best practices in the NSA and NIB
Networks, but the Matrix would bring a systematic identification of those practices and help to match them
against identified problem areas. A systematic support from the Agency could help to bring about an
overall performance improvement in the European railway system.
However, most risk regulation regimes are very complex and describing such a regime is therefore not an
exact science. The success of the Matrix depends on whether it manages to make a simple enough
description of the regime to be able to measure performance consistently over time, but yet make the
description complex enough for it to actually provide knew knowledge about the status in the different
Member States. The tool will be continuously reviewed through specific feedback sessions organised by the
Matrix Project Manager. The Agency’s staff are encouraged to submit suggestions for improvement using a
change request register specifically designed in the Matrix extranet site.
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